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AIMS SCOPE ft METHODOLOGY 
01. AIMS AND SCOPE ; 
In the light of 73rd and 74th Amendments of the 
constitution, a structural reform has been intended to 
decentralize, the Power and resource at the grass root 
level. The provisous has provoked various intellectuals to 
comment on the pros and cons of the various aspects of the 
bill. The present are aims at giving full account of 
different views on the issue. It provides with an off-hand 
reference to the opinions of people belonging to different 
fields. The scope of the work covers the process of 
decentralisation, role and reactors of various political 
parts, whether in power or in opposition. 
The present dissertation displayed in the form of 
annotated bibliography, resembles together all the 
significant literatures dealing with Panchayati Raj in 
India. Although the bibliography is selective in nature but 
exhaustive, as it covers all important aspects of 
Panchayati Raj in India. 
I am confident that the bibliography will be useful 
to all those who have interest in the study of the 
Panchayati Raj system in India. 
IV 
The study includes about 200 articles on the above 
topic and is divided into three parts. Part 1st, deals with 
the description of work. The part Ilnd which is the main 
part of the bibliography consists of an annotated list of 
articles on the subject. The entries are not comprehensive 
but are fairly representative on the subject. Part Ilird, 
includes Auther and title indixes alongwith the list of 
Periodicals. 
02. METHODOLOGY :-
In order to complete this task, Primary sources and 
other meterials on "Panchayati Raj in India" available in 
Maulana Azad library, A.M.U., Aligarh, Coaching and 
Guidance, A.M.U., Aligarh, Political Science, Department 
A.M.U., Aligarh, and Allahabad Public library, Allahabad 
were consulted. 
Out of number of the Periodicals covering the 
fields, only important were selected for this purpose. 
021. STAMDARD FOLLOWED :-
The Indian Standard recommendations for 
bibliographical references (IS: 2381-1963) Indian standard 
recommended for abbreviations for titles of Periodicals 
(IS: 18-1949) classified catalogue Code (C.C.C) of Dr. S.R. 
Ranganathan have been followed. In certain cases, where the 
said standards become not helpful I have preferred my own 
judgement. (Local variation). 
022. SUBJECT HEADING : 
Attempt has been made to give Co-extensive subject 
heading as much as possible. It will facilitate readers to 
find out desired articles from this bibliography. 
An humble effort has been made to fallow pastulates 
and Principles as Suggested by Dr. S.R. Ranganathan in the 
formulation of subject heading; these are arranged strictly 
by the Principles of alphabetical sequence.The general 
Pattern of subject headings used in the bibliography is as 
follows. 
023. ARRANGEMENT;-
As entry is preceded by subject heading in 
Capitals. The entry begins with Entry Element (e.g. 
Surname) of the author in capitals, fallowed by secondary 
element (i.e. forename) with in Paranthesis and then the 
title of the article, which is followed by the title of the 
Iperiodical, its valume, issue number, year, month, date of 
Publication after which, are given the pages inclusive 
notation of the articles. The each entry is then followed 
by an informative abstract of the article. 
The item of bibliographical reference for each 
entry of periodical are arranged as follows: 
a- Name (S) of author (S) 
b- Full stop (.) 
c- Title of contribution including subtitle, if any. 
d- Title of the Periodical 
e- Semi-Colon ( ;) 
f- Valume number 
g- Coma {,) 
h. Issue Number 
i- Semi Colon (; ) 
j. Year of publication 
k- Coma (,) 
1- Month 
m- Coma (,) 
n- Date of publication 
o- Semi-colon ( ; ) 
p- Inclusive pages of article 
q- A full stop (.) 
Vll 
0231. SAMPLE ENTRY ; 
IYER (H.R. Subramania). Panchayats as a part of the 
constitution. Gandhi Marg. 11,4; 1990, January-March; 515. 
EXPLANATION : 
This article is taken from "Gandhi Marg" which is 
titled as "Panchayats as a part of the constitution". 
Written by M.R. Subramania Iyer in the valume No. 11, issue 
No. 4 of the year 1990 and month January to March on the 
page 515 against this entry the serial number has been 149. 
024. ABSTRACT ; 
The entries in the bibliography contain abstract 
giving the essential information about the article 
documented I have given indicative abstract as well as 
informative abstracts. After scarthing the literature, 
entries were recorded on 7"x5" cards. 
025. INDEXES : 
This part of the bibliography contain author, title 
indexes in alphabetical sequence. Each index gives to the 
specific entry or entries in the bibliography. 
PART-ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
"INDIA OF MY DREAM WILL BE AN INDIAIN WHICH EVEN THE POOREST 
CAN FEEL THAT IT IS HIS OWN COUNTRY AND IN WHOSE MAKING HE 
HAS TO WORK". 
"MAHATAMA GANDHI" 
INTRODUCTION 1 
MEANING AND IMPORTANCE OF LOCAL_SELF GOVERNMENT 
In essence democracy means all citizens 
take part in decision that affects them Gandhiji^i once 
said "T\7enty men sitting and ruling at Delhi or Madras is 
no democracy" In the words of Jawahar Lai Nehru 
"Democracy is not merely parliament at the top on in the 
states but some thing that trains every person to take 
his proper place and indeed any place"- This message 
infact includes the concept of "Trust the people" and 
"to make people trust in the system of democracy"-
Modernisation and development of a Society in a 
democratic frame work of a government set up is 
essentially a community venture rather than a class or 
group or an individual venture It is only when a sense 
of responsibility and participation in the modernisation 
and development process is widely spread from the cabijiet 
ministers to a private businessman and from the civil 
servants to the farmer in the distant village. The 
process moves forward with full potential force and 
balance 
Modernisation of a society though requires 
Strong leadership and even a measure of planning at the 
center it will not succeed unless it engages the 
energies and commitments of the ^ citizens themselves This 
is how one can stengthen the democracy through broadening 
its base or decentralising it. 'Annie Besant once 
stated "the Swaraj must be laid on solid foundation. 
They must have in villages real panchayats and not sham 
once and lay their foundation on self governing areas 
covering the whole of India namely village Taluk, 
District province and the central government. 
However, despite,^ all there landable 
observations by the top leaders of the country in 
practice the participation of the citizens in such 
decision is indirect and restricted. Such a democracy is 
only representative and has every chance of 
degenerating into dictatorship. It is more pronounced in 
a country with a large ilditarate population 
Decentralisation is not dilution or desolution. It is 
strengthing through process of broad basing the decision 
making body politics which enables the most active and 
knowledge participation of all people . The process is 
inevitable if the goal is stable democracy and speedy 
development. The choice therefore before a developing 
country is not between democracy and dictatorship but 
betv/een decentralised democracy and democracy of the 
despolite type. In India this origin of democratic 
decentralisation is neither political nor admin,istrative 
but purely developmental. After independence when the 
Five year plans were launched as a crusade agaijist 
economic stagnation community development programme was 
sponsored as an organic part of the national plans. It 
was meant to awaken the rural masses into action for a 
new and better life. 
2. Functions : 
The panchayat has been assigned all 
functions, which a local self-government is normally 
expected to perform. The functions of a panchayat are 
usually classified into two lists- "obligatory" and 
"discreationary" The obligatory functions are those, 
which a panchayat shall perform, \7hile the discrationary 
functions are those which may be performedor shall have 
to be peformed. If the state government so directs. 
Classifications of functions are not the same in all the 
states. Generally speaking the functions of the state 
can also be classified into two lists-"obligatory" and 
discretionary" Indeed a particular function may have 
been discretionary in some other state. For instance, 
lighting of public streets and primary education are 
among discretionary functions in Bihar, but are 
considered abligatory in many other states like Madhya 
Pradesh, Haryana and Punjab. A representative list of 
obligatory functions is given belov/. 
1. Construction, repair and raaintinance of public wells 
ponds and tanks and supply of water for domestic 
use. 
2. Construction and maintenance source of water for 
bathing, washing and for drinking by cattle and to 
maintain its purity. 
3. Lighting of village streets and other public places. 
4. Cleaning of public roads, drains, tanks and wells 
and other public places or works. 
5. Development of agriculture. 
6. Promotion of cottage industry. 
7. Promotioi of cooperation. 
8. Management of cattle Ponds and maintenance of 
records relating to cattle. 
9. Improvement of cattle and their breeding and the 
general case of the linestock. 
10.Registration of births, deaths and marriages. 
11. Maintenance of panchayat properly. 
12. Prevention of fire. 
13. Regulating the construction of latrines urinals 
drains,_ water,etc. 
14. Control over offensive trades. 
15. Establishment, management and regulatiOi of public 
markets and such other fairs and melas.. 
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16. Management of public land and management extension 
and development of village sites. 
17. Collection of land revenue and such other dues,_ if 
entrusted by state government. 
18. Help in the census operation. 
19. Arrangement and distribution of improved seeds. 
20. Promotion of social education. 
21. Collection and maintenance of statistics. 
22. Organising village volunteer force. 
23. Regulation of sale and preservation of meat. 
2 4.- Organising \ol untory labour. 
25. Assistance in the implementation of land reform 
scheme. 
26. Maintenance of maternity homes. 
B. Discretionary Functions: 
1. Planting and nursing of trees on road sides and 
other places. 
2. Construction and maintenance of public ghats 
comping grounds. 
3. Construction and maintenance of play grounds, clubs 
libraries, reading rooms parks, etc. 
4. Construction and maintenance of slaughter houses. 
5. Relief of community centres 
6. Running of community centres 
7. Reclaming unhealthy localities. 
8. Looking after pubic health and safety,. 
9. Management and control on fisheris, agricultural and 
industrial shows and public festivals. 
10. Promotion of cooperative forming. 
11. Regulating the keeping of Pigs, within the limits 
of punchayat. 
12. Remova^of weeds 
13. Helping in the preparation of national register. 
14. Construction and maintenance of house for the 
conservency staff of the panchayat. 
2.1. Panchayat Samiti:-
The Panchayat Samiti is the intermediate 
tier in the Panchayat Raj system of our local self 
governevi^ nt in India. The nomenclature of this body is 
not the sane in all the states. It is called 'Panchayat 
Samiti' in India pradesh, Bihar, Maharashatra, Orissa, 
and Rajasthan, "Kshetra Samiti",_ in Utter Pradesh, 
"Anchalik Panchayat". in Assam Sancha lik Parishad ". in 
west Bengal, Taluk "Panchayat Board" in Mysore and 
"Panchayat Union Council". in Tamil Nadu. Its terms 
varies from three to five years. It i s five years in 
Madhya Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Utter Pradesh, Four years 
in Gujrat, Mysore Orissa and west Bengal, and three years 
in The remaining states,_ i.e. Andhra Pradesh, Assam^Bihar 
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Haryana, Punjab and Rajasthan in Maharashtra, where the 
panchayat samiti has a modest and limited role to fulfil, 
it consists of ex-officio members depending its term on 
that of the members, the panchayat samiti's term in 
generally co-terminus with that of the panchayat. 
There is no uniformity in constituting a 
Panchayat samiti indifferent states, Broadlyspeaking. a 
panchayat Samiti consists of ex-officio, associated and 
coopted members The sarpanch of the panchayat in area 
are made ex-S)fficio members of the panchayat samiti. 
Members of the states lecAslature and of parliament who 
have been elected from the area covered under the samiti 
are also members but without the right to rate and area, 
therefore, called associate members of women and persons 
from SC and ST as members of the samiti in all the 
states, several states provide representation to the 
cooperative societies operating in the area as well a s 
to persons v/ho possess experience in public 
administration,public life and rural development. 
Function of the panchayat samiti 
Function of the panchayat samiti may be classified 
into two broad lists. 
1. Provision of the civic amenities 
2. Fulfilment of the development 
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The first category comprises the following 
function normally entrusted to the panchayat samiti. 
1. Construction and up-keeping of roads v^ ithin the 
jurisduction of the samiti but other then purely 
gram panchayat road. 
2. Supply of drinking water 
3. Openi09 of drains and soak pits 
4. Establishment of primary health centres and 
maternity centres. 
5. Provision of health and medical servicing 
6. Provisionf^ . of primary and basic schools establishment 
of basic schools,_ establishment of adul_t education 
centres. 
7. Establishment and popularisation of libraries. 
8. Assistance to village road, which serve feeders. 
9* Enrolment to physical and cultural activities. 
The panchayat samiti implements the 
community development programmes in its area. If 
functions, to name a few, extend to agriculture, animal 
husbandy, fisheries,_ cottage industries, cooperative 
etc. the following may be considered to be a 
representative list of function which fall within the 
developiaent programmes. 
1. Execution of programmes under the community 
develops ment. 
2. Procurement distribution and populisation of 
improved fertilizers. 
3. Recaliraation of land and conservation of soil. 
4. Providing credit for agricultural purpose. 
5. Planting of trees and growing of village forests. 
6. Prevention and cure of disease ameny cattle 
7. Dairying and milk supply 
8. Opening and development of cooperative societies 
9. Development of cottage/ village and small scale 
i ndustries. 
The organisational set up of the panchayat 
saraiti can be graphically reproduced as under:-
Organisational'. pattern of panchayat samiti 
Executive officer (Block Development officer 
Head quarter s±aff field staff 
office establishment Developmentioning i. gram sewaks 
1. Accountant „ ^ • ^^. 2. gram sev/ika 
Extension officers -^  
2. Head clerk i r, L. ^ 3. Tax collectors 
l.Panchayats 
3. Office clerk -, , • i a. 4. Veternary Assist 
2 .Agriculture -^  
4. Typist -, , • T „ u. J 5. Patwaris 
3.Animal Husbandry 
officials ^' ^f?f^-i^Y^ 4. Cooperation 
5.Engineering 
6.Social Education 
7.Rural Industries 
8.Public Health 
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2.2. Village Panchayat 
The panchayat system in India is an ancient 
one to know from the pages of history flat there has 
always existed the panchayat, v/hich has been formed and 
reformed in different ways. But it is a continuing 
thread and a continuing concent and pattern from the 
ancient to the present day. 
There have been in India for a long time 
intra-community panchayat. For example, the Brahmin 
community of a village, or a group of villages would have 
a panchayat of their ov>7n. Similarly, the kayastha s v^ ould 
have panchayat, and also the chamars, Jats and so on 
In the worlds of Dr. Rajendra Prasad,_ "The 
constitution should be based on the village panchayat and 
built tier according to a system of indirect election" 
According to Article 40 ' Ithe state shall that steps to 
organise village panchayati as unit of self-government" 
the draft of the third five year- Plan makes a brief 
reference to panchayat and lays down the following 
"essential conditions" on which "the scheme of 
development through democratic institutions to a district 
and block level" may be tested for its success:-
1. Mobilization of local man po\7er and other resouces 
and recuring cooperation of the people. 
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2. Expeditions supply of materials and services to the 
agencies concerned. accoording to accepted 
programmes, and prevention of loss due to vieste 
miss-application of funds. 
3. Increase in the agricultural production and special 
case for raising living standards of the less 
previleged sections of the community. 
The village panchayat exists at the village 
level. It i s known by a varjrty of names. It is called 
the "Panchayat" in Andhra Pradesh,_ Tamil Nadu,_ 
Maharashtra, and Rajas than the Gram Panchayat" in Bihar,_ 
Madhya Pradesh, Orissa,_ Gujrajt and Utter Pradesh. Thus 
at the village panchayat,_ the lov/est and basic units of 
self, government considered to be the most important 
instrument for people's participation. The village 
panchayat play a special role in contribution for the 
evolution of polioi-c, i democracy In olden days, the 
panchayats were an effective instrument for the prcper 
management of the various village affairs. 
The importance of the village panchayats as 
a unit of local self governement, was again stressed by 
the Indian Simon Commission in 1930. when in 1937, 
provincial outonomy was introducer! by the government of 
India. Act 1935, The popular ministries took up the 
problem of local self government in rural ministries took 
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up the problem of local self-government in rural earnest 
In a number of provinces committees were appointed to 
investigate into the matters and make recommendations for 
the organization of village. Panchayat But the 
constitutional deadlock in the country from 1939. held up 
the programme 
The membership of the panchayat varies from 
five to thirty-one, Generally The member ship depend on 
the size and area of a state. 
2.3 Zila Parishad 
The Zila parishad is the third and the 
highest tier of the panchayat Raj at the di_strict level 
in all states except Assam v^ ?here-it is at the 
sub-divisional level. In Tamil Nadu, however, it is for 
the pupose of constituting the dis.trict-lavel body. The 
district level bsdy is knov\?n as the "Zila parishad" in 
Andhra Pradesh, Bihar Haryana, Madhya Pradesh 
Maharashtra, Orissa, Punjab, Rajasthan, Utter pradesh and 
west Bengal as the "District panchayat" in Gujrat and as 
the District development council",_ in Tamil Nadu and 
Mysore The sub-divisional body in Assam is know as 
"Mahkuma parishad". 
The members of the Zila Parishad elect 
amongst themselves a president called 'Chairman' in 
Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Orissa, 
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Haryana, Punjab and west Bengal "President" in Assam, 
Gujrat, Maharashtra and Mysore 'Adhyakhsha' in Bihar and 
Utter Predesh and "Pramukh" in Rajasthan. 
Membership of the Zila Parishad has been in 
such a very as to link it organically, with the 
intermediate tier of the panchayat Raj i.e. The panchayat 
Saraiti and the state legislature and the national 
Parliament at the upper level. To make the Zila Parished 
ful ly representative of all the cross sections of the 
community, representation has been provided to women, SC 
and ST. 
The Zila parished broadly speaking has the 
following members:-
1. Presidents of the panchayat samitis in district. 
2. All members of parliament (both Rajya Sabha, and Lok 
Sabha) representing constituencies faltting with in 
the district. 
3. All members of the state legislature including 
members of the upper house if it exists, returned 
from constituencies within the district. 
4. Representative of cooperative society, normally The 
president of the district cooperative society. 
5. Certain specified number of members of the scheduled 
castes and the scheduled tribes. 
6. Some coopted members possessing experience in 
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administration, public life or rural development. 
The Zila Parished is an official rather than a 
popular body because of the ex-afficio and copted membership 
which stands in the way of emergency of new leadership. 
3. COl^STITUTIONAL PROVISION : 
Thus active involvement of the people and their 
participation at all levels of developmental programmes are 
the essential aspects of true democracy. The constitution of 
democracy at the national and state levels have gained 
considerable strength since independence. After this, India 
declared its policy of the walfare state in such a state all 
the activities of the government are directed ultimately to 
the walfare of its peoples. This is charged with the duty of 
giving to all citizens every legitimate protection from 
cradle to grave and to look after their amenities and 
comforts". The Government has taken up itself the task of 
creating a society based on equality, social justice and 
freedom. Thus it assumed the most important responsibility 
of developing a socialistic pattern of society the 
constitution of India. (Article 38) has guaranted certain 
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fundamental rights to the citizens of India and emunciated 
certain directive principles of the state. Policy in 
particular that the state shall strive to promote the 
welfare of the people by securing and protecting as 
effectively as its may be a social order in which justice. 
Social, economic and political/ shall inform all the 
institutions of the national life, and shall direct its 
policy towards securing, among other thing. 
(1) That the citizens 'men and women equally have the 
right to an adequate means of livlihood. 
(2) That the ownership and the central of the material 
source of the community on distributed at best to subserve 
the common good. 
(3) That the operation of the economic system does not 
result in the concentration of wealth and means of 
production to the common good. 
Recognising the importance of democratic 
decentralisation, "Article to in Part IV (Directive 
Principles of State policy)" of the constitution states that 
the state shall take steps to organise village panchayat and 
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to endowed them with such powers and authority as may be 
necessary to enable them to function as units of self 
government". The picture of a democratic republic' which the 
presamble the constitution envisages, is democratic not only 
from the political but also from the social view point. In 
other words it envisages not only a democratic form of 
government but also a democratic society, infused with the 
spirit of justice, liberty, equality and fraternity. For 
this it is essential that every person in the territory of 
India irrespective of his proprietory or Educational claims, 
should be allowed to participate in the political system 
like any other person universal adult suffrage without any 
qualification, was adopted with this object in view. 
The offering of Equal opportunity to men and women, 
irrespective of their class and creed, in the matter of 
public Employment also implements the democratic ideal. That 
this democratic republic which stands for the good of all 
the people is embodied in the concept of a "welfare-state" 
which inspires the Directive Principles of states policy. In 
short the Indian constitution promises not only political 
but also social democracy. The model, there fore, is a 
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welfare-State by establishing a socialistic feature of 
society where the principal means of production is 
progressively speeded up with equitable distribution of the 
national wealth. 
(4) PEOPLE'S PARTICIPATION LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT : 
Participation can not be imposed on the people from 
above, rather it should be voluntary and based on the will 
to participation, peoples participation and involvement can 
be better understood infour senses. 
i) Participation in decision-making. 
ii) Participation information and development programmes 
and projects, 
iii) Participation in monitoring and evaluation of 
development programmes and projects, 
iv) Participation is sharing the benefits of the 
development. 
By participation we mean direct involvement of people 
and not indirect involvement through their representatives. 
This is because given the existing socio-economic and 
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political structure of the society in most of the 
developing countries the so called representatives of the 
people and most likely to represent the interest of the rich 
rather than that of the poor majority. However, in such a 
large country like India direct participation of people is 
possible only at local level. This agrees with the 
assumption that on Equitable sharing of the benefits of 
development by the poor is possible only when there is 
equitable participation by them in the process of 
development. By doing so people can influence the decisions 
at the higher levels through their joint efforts and common 
voice. This may be toward as bottom up approach to 
integrated rural development. 
However, under the existing social system equitable 
participation of the poor in the process of development can 
be regarded as a gradual process. The process can be 
accelerated only when the poor become conscious of their 
rights and privilages and build up faith and confidence in 
themselves through united strength to achieve justice for 
themselves in the sharing of benefits of development. 
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(5) PANCHAYATI RAJ MEANING AND HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT ; 
Village Communities with communal functions and 
ownership are the most common forms of early human society 
since. The beginning of Emergence of mankind from barbarism 
to civilisation. The communal living ensured their constant 
evolution into higher stage of existence and social 
organization. 
Village communities, thus, become the earliest form 
of social organization where mutual goodwill and cooperation 
remained supreme till such time as subsequent historical and 
economic developments reigned them disrupted. The Report of 
the congress village panchayat committee states, "this 
institution of local self-Government and village communities 
was also practiced in different countries of Europe and 
Asia. In Greece (S.F. Europe), 'the city was a life in 
common' the city state was at once a parliament and 
Government, the Executive, legislation and Judiciary in 
one", A good account of the Cooperative life practised in 
village communities in Europe is given by prince Kropotkin 
in his well-known book, 'Mutual Aid' China and Japan have 
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also been some of the oldest homes of such decentralised 
rural institutions. 
Traditional rural societies in large countries, like 
early monorchies and oligarchines, have always to concede a 
considerable local outonomy. This was partly the result of 
the difficulty of communications, and, in the novel sense, 
of the transmission of ideas. In some societies - India was 
one such country where there was, no acceptance of a central 
authority, whose writ could run effectively through the 
land. This problem of aloofness on even resistance could be 
contained only by the uncommon contacts and the use of 
powerful "middlement". This had theo advantages for the 
central authority. First, the persons or local groups that 
needed close watching when reduced to reasonable number, 
could be effectively checked secondly, they provided 
diversionary source of local discontent and the distant 
authority could fairly and easily build an image of itself, 
as m the biginning. Thus, local autonomy of the middle ages 
in large under-developed areas, even today, was inevitable, 
but not a virtue, planned or practised. 
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First of all, the Panchayati Raj, was introduced in 
three states in India i.e. Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh and 
Madras. In all these three states, there is a general 
recognition in consequence of the introduction of the 
Panchayati Raj that the people have become interested in 
political affairs, the increased activity of political 
parties was in evidence in the villages and also reflected 
in the opinion of the Panchayat members. An Equally large 
proportion of respondents stated that the peoples' awareness 
of the current development programmes has also shown an 
increase in this sense. This itself is no small gain. It can 
be stated with fairness that the Panchayati Raj has created 
a village focus for a more positive assessment of 
condidates, and parties, and it is now very difficult to 
counteract local impression from distant power centres. 
Thus, the village level work will gain momentum, add 
importances and have to be more sustained than the 
pre-elections road-building and well-digging activities, as 
had been so much in vogue. 
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The scheme of the Panchayati Raj emerged after the 
acceptance of the recommendations on democratic 
decentralisation of Balwantary Metha Committee Team, which 
conducted a through study and submitted, its report in 
November, 19 57, and repeated instructions and sermons by 
late Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru. During the foreign 
rule the inhabitants of our country were denied all the 
benefits of the civilised life. This tendency has been in 
its marked form since the onset of Industrial Revolution in 
England which brought about many changes in many field i.e. 
agriculture, transport and industry these changes in Britain 
effected the economy of the villages. The village 
organization as self sufficient unit, which was the feature 
of the old Indian Economy disappeared. The condition of the 
Indian agriculturists become very bad. Disease and death 
were very common. The Britishers made all efforts to ruin 
our all culture, arts and crafts and foreign trade. In this 
way our land was turned into an agricultural economy, and a 
great number of the masses of our country became 
agriculturists. 
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Thus several causes led to the decay of village 
Panchayats during the British Rule in our country. It is 
occasionally. Stressed and claimed that India had a 
self-governing system of the basic level during ancient times 
in the form of village Panchay;ats the village organization 
then functioned as a centre of community life independent of 
the state. It is therefore, said that the British Rule 
ruined our self-governing fpistem. But it is not the case, 
the village outnomy was a matter of fact and not of law 
efforts to read too much of demoracy in them may prove a 
waste of time and energy. 
As a matter of fact, it was during the British Rule 
that an effort was made to involve. The people in localself 
affairs. The process of involving the people and their 
existing institutions in judicial activities can be said to 
have started from the year of 1794. But in reality, the 
starting point of local self-Government at the district and 
Taluk levels began by establishing the district and Taluk 
local fund committees in 1869. Efforts were made to set up 
Regional self-Governing bodies with a view to improving the 
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civic life. The next Important land mark in the development 
of the panchayati Raj was Lord Ripon's Resolution in 1882. 
This led to the passing of a series of provincial Acts. 
Efforts were also made to establish the village Panchayats 
in the later part of the nineteenth country. The Royal of 
commission democratic decentralisation in 1909 pointed out 
"The scant success of the efforts made to introduce a system 
of rural self-government is largely due to the fact that we 
have not bailt from the bottom. The foundation of any stable 
edifice which shall associate the people are known to one 
another, and have interest with converge on well organised 
objectives. The commission along with the relation of local 
self-body at the district level recommended for the 
formation of the sub-District Boards in each Taluk and 
Tehsil and village Panchayat at the village level. The 
Montogue Chelmsford Report (1918) pointed out, 'Everything 
that tends to awaken the ryat's intelligence, that helps his 
to be an independent, self-determined man will hasten on the 
day when self government will be attained the report 
recommended for complete self-control in local bodies. 
According to the Government of India Act, 1919" local self 
government become a provincial subject, the village 
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Panchayats. Acts were passed in various provinces to review 
village Panchayat at the village levels. District Boards Act 
were also amended in order to reduce the Power of 
interference by Government directly in their administration. 
But the Panchayat formed under these Acts were not 
democratic bodies as their members were mostly nominated by 
the Government. The local self governing bodies did not make 
much head way. 
In this way the origin of local self governing 
institutions in modern sense in our country can be traced in 
the effortsmade by the Britishers in this direction. 
Although the local bodies which they introduced were hardly 
representatives or self governing. The powers given to them 
were so limited that they could hardly provide any real 
scope for training in the art of self government. 
India attained freedom from foreign rule on August 
15, 1947. After this, India dualared its policy of the 
welfare state. In such a state at the activities of the 
Government are directed ultimately to the welfare of its 
peoples. "This is charged with the duty of giving to all 
citizens every legitimate protection from cradle to grave 
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and to look after their amenities and comforts" this 
government has taken up itself the task of creating a 
society based on equality, social justice and freedom. Thus, 
it assumed the most important responsibility of developing a 
socialistic pattern of society. "The constitution of India 
(Article 38) has guaranteed certain fundamental rights to 
the citizens of India and enunciated certain directive 
Principles of the state policy, in particular, that the 
state shall strive to promote the welfare of the people by 
securing and protecting as effectively as its may be a 
social order in which justice, social, economic and 
political, shall inform all the institution of the national 
life and shall direct its policy towards securing, among 
other things. 
a) That the citizens men and women equally have the 
rights to an adequate means of livelihood. 
b) That the ownership and the central of the material 
sources of the community are distributed at best to 
subserve the common good. 
c) That the operation of the economic system does not 
result in the concentration of wealth and means of 
production to the common good. 
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The study team submitted its report in 1957 and 
suggested that the Government should give sufficient power 
to the locally elected representative so that they may 
assess their own priorities of need in the sphere of 
developmental activities within certain limits presented by 
the Government. The principle of community Development may 
be applied to any activities of the local Government. Its a 
matter of fact that the establishment of permanent local 
authorities to give the people an area of power to organise 
and to central mony of their local affairs, is simply the 
formalisation of the low 'felt need' principles of community 
Development. The community Development Programme cannot '^ 
afford to ignore the local government. Institutions or not 
to coordinate its activities with them the local government 
is the best means of providing a follow up for the community 
Development activities in the area, the study team. 
Therefore suggested that the local authority be made 
responsible for the Community Development in its area. All 
the development programmes in its area should be undertaken 
by the representatives of the area composed as a local 
authority that will give the people a sense of belongingness 
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and the people will also feel themselves responsible for the 
popular execution of these programmes. 
The recommendations of the study team were considered 
by the National Development Council in January, 1958. 
However, the action should be taken to chalk out the 
detailed structure best suited to the individual conditions, 
which was left to the state governments. This point was 
further affirmed when the central council of local 
self-government suggested that the evolution of genuine 
transfer of power to the people may be left to the state 
governments. It was in middle of 1958 that the National 
Development Council Communicated to the state for the 
implementation of the scheme of democratic decentralisation. 
The Council did not insist on uniformity. Every state was 
free to have its own choice suited to the local 
requirements, but, of course, keeping certain fundamental 
and basic principles of Panchayati Raj infact. 
Following are these Principles, 
a)There should be a three-tier structure of the local self 
governing bodies form the village level, the bodies being 
organically linked up. 
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b) There should be genuine transfer of power and 
responsibility to them. 
c) Adequate resources should be transferred to the new 
bodies to enable them to discharge their responsibilities. 
d) All development plans and programmes at these levels 
should be changed through these bodies. 
e) The system evolved should be such as will facilitate 
further devolution and dispersal of power and responsibility 
in future. 
The basic principles of the scheme were accepted by 
the central council of local self-government at its 50th 
meeting at Hydrabad in 19 54. The council recommended that 
while the broad pattern of fundamentals may be uniform, 
there should not be any rigidity in the pattern. 
The study team gives also the details of organization 
functions resources of Panchayat Samiti, Zilla Parishad, 
village Pancha/at. 
1 BALWANTRAI MEHTA COMMITTEE: 
Panchayat Raj Institution in pursuance of Balnwantrai 
Mehta Committees historical report of 1957. The institution 
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was aimed at establishing three tier panchayati Raj system 
throughout the country through necessary legislation in 
states and Union Territories. The committee did not favour 
rigidity in regard to the uniform Pattern of Panchayati Raj 
throughout the country. The three tier system comprises the 
village panchayat at the base, Panchayat. Samiti at the 
intermediate (block) level and Zila Parishad at the 
district level. These bodies are interlinked through their 
membership and serve both as units of self government and 
of planning and development. To demonstrate the rural local 
institutions, the Mehta Committee suggested two broad 
directional thrusts. Firstly, there should be 
decentralised administrative system for the effective 
implementation development programmes under the control 
of elected bodies, secondly, the basic unit of democratic 
decentralisation should be at the Block/samitilevel. They 
contemplated just on advisory role for district tier. 
Panchayati Raj Intitution started with all fanfare, 
enthusiasm laudable objectives and hopes. It was widely 
throught, that Panchayati Raj would bring democracy at the 
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doors of the rural people; that it would evoke peoples 
participation in the decision making and implementing 
programmes and schemes which by the large determine their 
destiny; that it would acclerate the process of social and 
economic development and; That it would encourage 
development oriented leadership in they rural areas. 
On the broad suggestions of the Balwaalt>rai Mehta 
Committee, the proposed structure of the Panchayati Raj 
Institutions was introduced in almost all the states and 
most of the country was covered with the Panchayati Raj 
Institutions in succeeding decade. Rajesthan was the first 
state to implement Panchayati Raj in 1959. 
2 ASHOK MEHTA COMMITTEE ; 
The Government accords highest priority to rural 
development so as to increase agricultural production, 
create employment, eradicate poverty and bring on all round 
improvement in the rural economy. The government considers 
that the maximum degree of decentralisation, both in 
planning and in implementation, is necessary for the 
altainment of these objectives. The Government of India, 
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therefore, appointed a Committee, popularly known as Ashok 
Mehta Committee. On Panchayati Raj Institutions in December 
1977, with the main task assigned "To enquire into the 
working of Panchayati Raj Institutions and to suggest 
measures to strength them so as to enables a decentralised 
planninglT and development to be effective" . 
The terms of reference were so wide in scope that 
they covered almost all important aspects of Panchayati 
Raj, including development administration and decentralised 
planning. That is why the report of the Committee 
Submitted in August 1978. Covered the entire gamut of 
Panchayati Raj in as many as three hundred one pages 
Covering One hundred thirty two recommendations. As the 
authors of the Report put it. "The story of Panchayti Raj 
has been a story of ups and downs. It seems to have passed 
through three phases; the phase of ascendancy (1959-64) the 
phase of stagnation (1965-69); and the phase of decline 
(1969-77)" but at the same time it added. "It would in 
fact, be wrong to conclude from the existing evidence that 
Panchayati Raj institutions have failed in the sphere of 
planning and development. The fact is that the Panchayati 
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Raj institutions have not been given the chance to serve 
as vanguard of development in village India. Where ever 
they have been the responsibility, to whatever limited 
extent as in Maharastra and Gujrat, they have done well". 
However/ the Ashok Mehta Committee has suggested a new 
approach towards Panchayati Raj which favours a two-tier 
system of these institutions, namely, the Zila Perished at 
the district level and Mandavi Panchayat (a unit of 
cluster of villages) at the grass root lavel. The 
recommendations of this Committee have not been 
inplemented. 
There are three clearly noticeable patterns of 
Panchayati Raj institutions in India which emerged in 
three successive stages; the pattern of Panchayati Raj in 
the pioneering states of Rajesthan and Andhra Pradesh 
emerged in the initial stage on lines as suggested by 
Balwantrai Mehta Committee the genuine and substantially 
decentralised pattern of Panchayati Raj as exemplified by 
Maharashtra and Gujrat respresents the second and more 
radical stage; and finally the third stage where the 
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original Andhra-Rajesthan model was modified to 
approximate the Maharashtra and Gujrat Patterns while the 
changes in the pattern of Panchayati Raj were introduced 
there is no uniformity regarding tiers of the Panchayati 
Raj institutions in all the states. The Kerala and Jammua 
& Kashmir have only one tier i.e. the village Panchayat. 
Karnataka, Himachal Pradesh, Orissa and Haryana have two 
tier system-village Panchayats and Panchayat Samitis. 
There is four tier system in West Bengal while in all 
other states exists a three tier system (Zila Parishad, 
Panchayat Samiti and village Panchayat) Panchayati Raj, 
However, the levels at which the three tier system is 
found are different. 
5.3 LAKSHMIMAL SINGHVI COMMITTEE : 
To review the functioning of Panchayati Raj 
institutions and to suggest measures for their 
revitalisation, a Committee under the chairmanship of Dr. 
L.M. Singhvi was formed in 1987. 
L.M. Singhvi Committee advised for re-organisation 
of Panchayati Raj Institutions, availablity of adequate 
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resources to meet compulsory duties; establishment of judical 
Tribunal for holding elections, dissolution of Panchyats; 
assess the progress of work and settle down all kinds of 
disputes. 
5.4 G.V.K. RAO COMMITTEE : 
Recognising the fact that an integrated concept for 
growth and poverty alleviation would continue to be one of the 
Principal areas of Emphasis in the seventh plan, the 
Government appointed a 12-member Committee under the 
Chairmanship of Dr. G.V.K. Rao in 1985 to review the 
administrative arrangements for rural development and poverty 
alleviation programmes. The Committee recommended that the 
district should be the basic unit for policy planning and 
programme implementation. The Committee also called for 
regular Elections to the Panchayati Raj institutions. 
5 SARKARIA COMMISSION ; 
The Sarkaria Commission on Centre-state relations also 
noted that many of the local self-governing bodies as well as 
Panchayati Raj Institution were not effectively functioning 
mainly because the elections to these bodies were not held 
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regularly and that supersessions of these bodies were taking 
place on flimsy grounds. The Commission felt that there was 
need for uniformity of low in states regarding holding of 
periodical Elections avoiding supersession etc. 
(6) RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN PANCHAYATI RAJ WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO THE 73RD CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT ACT 1993; 
As we know that the proposed bills could not survive in 
Rajya Sabha and consequently withdrawn from the Parliament. 
Organisation of village Panchayats endowed them with such 
powers and authority as may be necessary to enable them to 
function as units of self government. 
Panchayati Raj Institutions were constituted in several 
status but they could not live upto the expectations tillnow. 
The past experience of Panchayati Raj Institutions had been a 
state of neglect and impoverishment. Even after being in 
existence for about four decades, Panchayati Raj 
Institutions. Could not acquire the status and dignity of a 
viable unit of self government and a responsive people's 
body. 
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Several factors are responsible for impeding the 
growth of Panchayats. Keeping in view the post experience it 
become imperative to provide constitutional status to local 
self government to impart certainty, continuity and strength. 
In this regard, several steps were taken by the successive 
previous government Zbut due to certain reasons nothing has 
been materialised. After assuming the power, the congress 
government headed by Sri P.V. Narismha Rao working to 
reactivate the Panchayati Raj Institutions, with the help of 
other political parties specially with the help of joint 
parliamentary Committee Chaired by Nathu Ram Mirdha, who 
incidentally was Rajasthan's Panchayat minister in 1959 when 
India's first Panchayat was inauguated in Nagore district of 
state. The Congress government of last enacted a Panchayati 
Raj Bill. This is known as 73rd Constitutional Amendment 
Bill, 1993. 
The Bill passed by Parliament in December 19 92, has 
become effective in May 1993 onits ratification by fifty 
percent of the states. It envisages the addition of a new 
part IX and Eleventh schedule relating to Panchayats. The 
constitution 73rd Amendment essentially lays down certain 
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ground rules with basic structural framework so that it can 
withstand external interference and establish themselves as 
on effective and strong people's institution. 
SALIENT FEATURES OF THE BILL : 
The amendment stipulates certain compulsory provisions 
which on obligatory on the part of the stte governments to 
incorporate in their respective Acts. Some aspects have 
however, been left to the discretion of the state legislature 
to make suitable provisions in their Act. the mandatory 
provisions are. 
1) Establishment of a "Gram Sabha" at the village level 
comprising persons registered in the electral roles relating 
to the village within the area of Panchayat (Artcle 243). The 
states where a "Gram Sabha" does not exist will have to make 
provision. 
2) Establishment of a three-tier system of Panchayat, at 
the village, intermediate and district levels in all the 
States and union territories (UTs) except in those haing a 
population of less than 20 lakhs where Panchayats ^\^ 
intermediate level need not be constituted. 
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3) All levels of Panchayats will consists of person 
elected directly from the territorial. Constituencies. Shall 
be carved out in such a manner that the ratio between the 
population of each constituency and the number of seats 
allotted to it should be uniform throughout the Panchayat 
area as for as practicable. 
4) Members of a Panchayat whether or not directly elected 
shall have the right to vate in the meetings of the 
Panchayats. 
5) The chairperson of a Panchayat at the intermediate 
level or district level shall be elected from among the 
directly elected members representing the territorial 
constituencies. 
6) Reservation of seats for SC/STs in proportion to their 
population in the Panchayat area, and seats may be allocated 
by rotation, 
7) One third of the total number of seats, both in 
reserved and urrescrved categories/ shall be reserved for 
women in every Panchayat and seats may be allotted by 
rotation. 
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The above mentioned provisions of constitution 17 3rd 
Amendment Act, unequivocally state that Inclusion of women 
in Panchayati Raj institutions will develop a sense of 
participation in them in management of all those problems 
confronting through the centuries and will provide a platform 
to speak out their voice in a more concrete manner. The 
impressive performance of Panchayati Raj institutions in 
Karnataka, where l/4th seats have already been reserved for 
women at the intermediate and district level by the Act of 
1983, has suggested that induction of women has improved a 
l^ t with the working of these institutions by administering 
nicely educational agricultural Physical health, 
Socio-Economic developmental problems and practice of rampant 
corruption has decreased considerably Besides, ingrained 
factors such as caste, colour six, religion etc. have not 
affected their functioning. A study conducted by the 
Institute of social sciences has envisaged that" women, 
however, are not considered in caste terms after they are 
elected. Despite the fact that women take precedence over all 
other aspects of social identity they do not enjoy any 
special position in Zila parishad by virtue of being members 
of the numerically better represented and dominant castes. 
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There are some of the obnoximous provisions which might 
lead ambiguity acrimony and inextricable problems and whittle 
down efficiency and effectiveness of Panchayati Raj 
institutions in future course of action the system of 
reservation of positions of chairpersons in the Panchayats 
will most probably affect the smooth working of Panchayati 
Raj institutions and following provision is likely to be 
misused by the party in power at the state level to weaken 
the stronghold of there opposition parties in some regions 
and Panchayats of the state by reserving their chain person's 
office for SC,ST and women. More over voting rights of MPs 
and MLAs at the time of meetings of Panchayats may to agreat 
extent, lead their over-riding domination in the Panchayati 
Raj institutions and this would go against the scheme of 
decentralisation. The speaker, shivraj patil has also 
strongly cendemned noting rights of the MPs in Panchayats on 
the ground that their available time and Energy are not 
adequate to cope with parliamentary responsiblities if they 
are sincere. This provision will do nothing worthwhile except 
enlarging platform of politic from the centre to the 
village. 
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By taking out Article 40 from the state list to the 
concurrent list under the Eleventh schedule of the 
constitution, the central government has undermined powers of 
the states order to assist directly Panchayats through some 
of the centrally sponsored development schemes like Jawahar 
Rozgar Yojana. The Panchayats since Independence are being 
used as instrument only to carry out centre's laid down 
development schemes. In this regard G.S. Bhargra Said"The 
advent of the Panchayati Raj system in the late 50s was also 
similarly motivated. When it was realised that the community 
Development Programme was not making headway due to the 
inability of afficals to motivate and involve people in it. 
The Panchayati Raj institutions were seen as a remedy. But it 
too, did not work Balwant rai Metha digonised the molady as 
the result of paucity of initiative at the grass-roots level 
on account of advisory nature of the organisation. He, 
therefore, put forward on elaborate scheme of empowering them 
with powers to carry out rural development Programmes and 
related activities. 
It, at any cost, does not mean that the Panchayati Raj 
institution will have only Shortcomings and impediments. In 
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fact, the constitution {73th Amedment) Acts has received 
overwhelimingly^positive response from the academicions, 
government afficials and the people the act has not only 
revamped and requvented centuries old concept of Panchayati 
Raj Institutions but also provided necessary fillip to the 
peoples involvement in the planning process of their 
multi-fact activitives. 
(7) COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME ; 
The concept of the Community Development Programme had 
been defined by U.N. Eco Soc Council as "a process designed 
to create conditions of economic and social Progress for the 
whole community, with the active participation and fullest 
possible reliance of community's initiative. 
In 1952 India embarked uponher multi purpose Community 
Development Programme in 55 selected pilot projects on an 
experimental basis with the aid of united states of America 
worth 50 million dollars. The aims of the programmes were to 
"lift her teeming millions from the scourage of poverty, 
unemployment, illiteracy ignorance and disease and to give 
them dignified human life. A year later in 1953, the National, 
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Extension service scheme was launched to provide 
administrative structure to the Community Development 
Programme, The block was on administrative unit under the 
charge of Block Development officer(BDO) Down to him, in line 
of hierarchy, Assistant Development officer (ADO) and village 
level workers (Presently known as village Development 
officers) were created to carryout development programmes and 
provide scientific and technical knowledge to the villages in 
the fields like agriculture animal husbandry and rural 
industry". It was an assumption that following Socio-Economic 
development programmes would be able to seek cooperation and 
participation of people in management of their local affairs. 
However, Community Development Programme was evoked to 
"discard the traditional ways of administration of regulatory 
mentality and handling down of orders from above. It sought 
administrators who had faith in the capacity of village 
people to give the necessary leadership in self help 
programmes. It demanded a new kind of cooperation among all 
technical agencies which had programming responsibilities in 
rural areas. It required the creation of conditions by 
administrators. Which assume that Community development 
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evolved from a government programme with people's 
participation to a people's programme with government 
cooperation. 
Soon it was realised that community programme did not 
succeed in seeing active participation of people in the 
planning and its implementation became cause of heavy 
expenditure on the official manchinery. The governments of 
the centre and its the state became increasingly reluctant to 
cope with the expenditure incurred by it. It was noticed that 
the block advisory committees created to enlist popular 
support and participation in the Programme lacked capacity, 
vitality and power to present people's point of view he role 
of village Panchayats had also remained weak and ineffective 
to mobilise the masses in support of the programme. A part 
from it more or less in all the states. "There was no 
organistion at the block level to represent the people's 
will" the recommendations of the second Five Year Plan in the 
same direction that to "restructure the local government and 
development administration at the district leveLon democratic 
line with the village Panchayats organically linked to higher 
tiers' were worth nothing. 
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A diqramatic set up of Panchayati Raj in U.P. 
INSTITUTIONAL SET-UP OF PANCHAYATI RAJ 
ADHYAKSHA of Zila Parishad 
UPADHYAKSH of Zila Parishad 
KSHETTRA SAMITIS 
PRAMUKH 
SENIOR UP PRAMUKH 
JUNIOR UP PRAMUKH 
SECRETARY 
(BLOCK DEVELOPMENT OFFICERS) (BDOs) 
Gram Sabhas Nyaya Panchayat 
(1) Pradhan (1) Sarpanch 
(2) UP Pradhan (2) Sahayak Serpanch 
(3) Member of gram Panchayat (3) Panch Nyaya Panchayat 
Sachiv (gram Panchayat Adhikari) Sachiv (gram Panchayat 
Adhikari) 
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APPENDIX 
A diaqramic expression of Administration set up of Zila Parishad 
ADMINISTRATION SET-UP OF ZILA PARISHAD 
Minister of Panchayati Raj 
State Minister Deputy Minister 
1. Agriculture Production & Development 
Commissioner 
2. Secretary, Panchayati Raj 
3. Special Secretary, Panchayati Raj 
Joint Secretary Deputy Secretary Under Secretary 
Director, Panchayati Raj 
(Head of the Development level) 
Chief finance Officer, Zila Parishads 
Commissioner in Commissionary level 
Chairman, Zila Parishad (District level) 
Mukhya Adikari, Zila Parishad 
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CONCLUSION ; 
In a country like India with 74 percent of its total 
population living in villages, and agricultural and allied 
activities constitntinj the back bone of the economy, it is 
absolutely needless to stress on the development, 
self-sufficiency of villages, since they form the very core 
of India,Inspite of the rigorous planning measures undertaken 
for the last five decades, it is often felt that the progress 
achieved so far is not satisfactory , Panchayati Raj 
institution if implemented properly will surely bring fruit.; 
to the proper functionning of India which is based on 
democracy. 
The Government should enact various measures, to 
involve the village people more in the planning of the 
villages. Committees also should be constituted to estimate 
the progress of the system and point out the deficiencies and 
suggest required measures to overcome the hardies. Women, and 
the backward-classes of the society in particular should be 
given fair chance in the planning process and it should be 
ensured that they make use of it, provided that these 
conditions are fulfilled, \te can hope for a brighter future 
of India, which is a country of villages. 
PART-TWO 
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and for specified areas of activity and fears have been 
voiced that by having direct links with decentralised 
intitutions the centre will nibble away at the domain of 
the states and cause erosion of their autonomy. In the 
ultimate analysis the people must assert themselves for 
the programme involves their participatory right in the 
polity and also holds out prospects for improving the 
quality of these life. 
2. GUHA (Arun Chandra). Panchayati Raj. Kurkshetra. 19,1; 
1988, October 2; 38-9. 
Panchayat is a very old institution in India and 
during our national struggle, Gandhiji and almost all 
political workers laid great importance on village 
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Panchayats. Though was opposed by the chairman of the 
drafting committee but due to presistent efforts of some 
of the members of the constituent assembly. Article 40th 
was embodied in the Directive Principles of state policy 
mentioning the states obligatioln to organise panchayats 
as units of self government. Even after the passing of the 
constitution, hardly any step was taken for implementation 
of Article 40, till the reoprt of the study team on 
community projects headed by Shri Balwani Raj Gopaljee 
Mehta was published in 1957. Mehta Committee prescribed to 
implement it urgently for the development of country. 
3. RANGACHARI (K). Panchayati Raj: a need for Co-ordination 
Statesman. 28,8702; 1989, May 23;6. 
Panchayati Raj has now dominated the headlines, the 
editorial pages of news papers for the post few weeks and 
more. Yet the Prime Minister has not been as well informed 
as one would have liked. Most contributionhave come from 
city dwellers and largly reflect long distance perception. 
Little has come from the grassroots. The views gathered over 
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past few months from an oriently qualified to speak on the 
subject. It is Gen.K. Bahadur Singh who has been involved 
with his ancestral village near kota for the past two 
decades since his retirement as the Lt. Governor of Himachal 
Pradesh an office he held with great success and 
distinction. 
NANAVATTY (Meher C). Panchayati Raj- A far Cry. Mainstream. 
27, 20. 1989, February 11; 9-10, 12-5. 
It the Panchayati Raj is to be effective, it must 
ensure, constitutional inter-relationship of the Panchayati 
Raj institutions with the state and the Central 
legislatures, developing power from the central and the 
state governments to the Zil^ -^ . JParishads and block and 
village Panchayat and allotment of corresponding 
responsibilities, integrating the programmes of development 
as well as services at the community level and providing 
safe-guards for the allotment and use of funds earmarked 
specifically for development and welfare of the 
under-privileged population, including landless laboures. 
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marginal farmers and members of scheduled castes and 
scheduled tribes living below &€- the poverty. Unless 
requirements are fulfilled the success- of Panchayati Raj 
cannot be ensured. 
PANCHAYAH RAJ 
NURUL HUDA. Nation Buildingi the Role of Panchayats. 
Democratic World. 28,32; 1989, August, 6,- 11-12. 
Indian democracy today is the freedom' and dignity of 
the individual and involves surrounding this ttiese have a 
number of-implicit assumptions and Implications of even for 
greater significance for the strength and character of our 
politics. It was infact the community Development Programme 
lunched in 1952 which for the first time set in nation a new 
thinking about peoples participations and involvement in the 
task of rural construction and rural development in general 
and implementation of Central Schemes. 
PALANITHURAI. Needing social action for effective 
Panchayati Raj functioning. Kurukshetra. 41,9; 1993, June 
24-6. 
Through the establishment of Panchayati Raj 
Institutions with adequate powers at the grassroots level. 
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the individual energy would be transferred into a social 
energy. Mahatma Gandhi Converted the unitilised individual 
energy into a social energy to light against the British. 
After wining Independence, there has been no movement for 
prosperity. The man Illiteracy, poverty, insanitation, 
unemployment could be tackled only through an organised 
movement by the people with help of the government. 
Democratic values have been eroded in the course of forty 
years because the people have not been trained adequately in 
the art of democratic governance at the grassroots level 
institutions. Panchayati Raj intitutions are model 
parliaments. They are not only taking decision to solve the 
socio-economic problems but also a training ground for the 
people in the art of decision-making which will help the 
nation to have more trained legislators for democratic 
governance. 
REDDY I.M. Venkati; Overviev/ of the Panchayati Raj system. 
Social Welfare. 41,4; 1994, May; 19-23. 
Analysing the evolution of the Panchayat system in 
the country the author says that with the enactment of the 
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constitution 73rd Amendment Act, a Pattern of nation 
building from the village level is emerging. The Act is a 
significant landmark in the evolution of grass roots 
institutions in India. Decentralisation of Political Power 
will lead the efforts of Panchayati Raj Institutions towards 
local and regional needs. The society can no more shirk its 
responsibilities. A massive Programme of Political education 
of the rural people should be undertaken to ensure the 
smooth functioning of the system. 
RAMANU JACHARI \T.C.A.). Panchayati Raj. The Center VS the 
states. Indian Express. 57. 248; 1989, July, 8;8. 
In his first broad cast to the Nation on December 3, 
1989 Prime Minister V.P. Singh declared that he would bring 
foreward a legislation for genuine Panchayati Raj which will 
respect the imperatives of our federal structure "The Chief 
Ministers decided that the center shall not intervene in any 
of these areas. Each State will appoint its own election 
Commission to supervise^' the elections. The decision on 
three or two tier structure has also been left to the 
respective states.. To ensure genuine decentralisation the 
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Panchayats have not only to be saved from the center but 
also from the state governments. The general tandancy is 
that on organisation which fights tooth and nail to secure 
more powers for its sub-ordinate units. It is therefore 
necessary that the bill gives clear directions on the 
relationship between state government officials and the 
Panchayati Raj Institution functionaries. 
SUBRAHMANYAM (K). Panchayati Raj: Ground Realities. 
Mainstream. 27, 43; 1989, July, 22; 4-7. 
The daily Out-pourings on Panchayati Raj and the 
slogan "Power to the People" and that the underlying 
objectives of Panchayati Raj was to increase food production 
and that planning and development should start of the 
grassroots levels family limitation primary education with 
emphasis on girld children's educations. Primary health and 
sanitation could be done effectively only by means of 
Participation of village people through their elected 
representatives. At the Panchayat union level sufficient 
administrative skills and political leadership to look after 
the administration of Primary schools, primary health 
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centres focussing attention on family planning, rural 
conununications and rural water supply, village industries 
and others. 
VERA (Ram K). Reviving Panchayati Raj: lesson from the 
Past. Indian Express. 57, 123; 1989, March 4;8. 
Panchayati Raj which was Introduced on October 2, 
1969, with considerable farfare as a result °f the 
recommendation made on what was then called democratic 
Decentralisation by a Committee chaired by the late Balwant 
Rai Mehta, later Chief Minister of Gujarat. Rajasthan was 
the first state in the country to adopt the system, Andhra 
Pradesh also adopted after some years. The system 
implemented in two states and in many others in the 
subsequent few years envisage a direct election to the 
Panchayats at the village level and indirect Elections to 
the Panchayats samities and Zila Parishad, at the Block and 
District levels. It was the Panchayat Simiti that Emerged as 
the heart of the new system and the local point of all the 
development efforts in that area covering roughly about one 
half to one third of a Taluka and with population oit between 
60,000 and one lakh. 
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,ACT, AMENDMENT, DISTRICT COUNCILS, KERALA 
11- IBRAHIM IP) and HARI KUMAR. Formation of District Councils 
in Kerala : An over View. Southern Economic. 30.12; 1991, 
October 15; 21-2. 
In 1964 the Kerala legislative Assembly passed. The 
Karala Panchayats Union Council and Zilla Parished Bill 
which was drafted on the lines of the recommendations of 
Bhalawant Rai Committee, and the set up of the Panchayati 
Raj systemintroductionin the states of Karnataka and Tamil 
Nadu in 1982. The government of Kerala felt, the need for 
making certain Amendment to the 1979 Act before being put to 
Implementation. In 1989 a Committee under the Chairmanship 
of the Minister for local administration was constituted to 
consider the lines on which Amendments were to be made. 
, , 73rd IMPLEMENTATION 
12. PANCHAYATI RAJ Act. Civil Services Chronicle. 5,7; 1995, 
January; 43. 
Panchayati Raj 73rd Amendment Act 1992 came into 
force with as many as 17 states and almost all Union 
Territories Completing the process of enacting fresh 
legislations or amending their existing Panchayat Acts to 
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bring in comformity with the provisions of the 
constitutional amendment. Under the 73rd Amendment Act 1992. 
Which came into effect on April 24, 1993 all the states were 
required to ratify their existing Panchayat Acts within a 
year. The Amendment inserted the Chapter on "The Panchayat" 
under Article 243 in part IX of the constitution. Under this 
system of Panchayati system the power has been decentralised 
^ ^ TAMIL NADU 
13. RIGHT WAY. Indian Express. 58,2; 1989, November 4;8. 
Tamil Nadu Government's Bill to amend the Panchayats 
Act of 1958, which is the base of the two-tier Panchayati 
administration in the State, provides for mandatory 
quinquennial election to Panchayats within six months of 
Premature dissolution or super-session to Panchayats and 
reconstitution of Panchayat union Councils. It also provides 
for reservation of 30% of the seats in every Panchayats for 
women entrustment of developmental schemes to the Panchayats 
and Panchayat union Councils. At first it may look as 
if Mr. Karunanidhi has taken a leaf cut of Mr. Rajiv 
Gandhi's book, but that would be a wrong way of looking at 
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it. This Bill is a logical follow;-up to the principled 
attitude adopted. 
, ADALAT, CRIMINAL, JURISDICTION, JAMMO AND KSHMIR. 
14. RAINA (B K) - Working of Panchayati Adalats in Jammu and 
Kashmir with Special Reference to criminalJurisdiction an 
Empirical study Indian Journal of Public Administration. 
34,4; 1988, October-December; 1073- 92. 
The Panchayati Adalats have criminal Jurisdiction 
extending over minor offences. The study of the Panchayati 
Adalats reveal that more emphasis has been laid on 
reconciliation than on decision; So for as criminal cases 
are concerned. An attempt has been made to see whether the 
cases are instituted by any person or the victim. It is 
found that a substantial majority of the members, 98.3% 
agree that a case is instituted by a victim. The study also 
reveals that in majority of case 75.2% complain is filed in 
writing before a Panchayati Adalt. These study further 
reveals that wherever the Panchayati Adalats are in 
existence, they on serving a real felt-need of the villagers 
by disposing of the cases more expeditiously and with 
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minimum JtncConvience and Expenses to parties. The Panchayati 
Adalats also function on the broad principles of nutural 
justice. They are established by formal statutory authority 
and vested with criminal jurisdiction. The Panchayati 
Adalats held proceedings at the very place as for as 
possible. Where disputes arise, enabling a sense of efficacy 
among the villagers with speed and economy in their 
adjudication work. These factors contributes significantly 
towords the popular acceptance of Panchayati Adalats in the 
state of Jammu and Kashmir. 
, , ZILA PARISHAD, KARNATAKA 
ASHA RAI. Karnataka move to Ahmed Zila Parishad Act. 
Economic Times. 17. 220; 1990, December 2;8. 
The Zila Parishad and mandal Panchayat functionaries 
can now be removed by a simple majority as against two 
thirds majority required under the existing Act. In fact, 
this particular provision run*" contrary to the 64th 
Constitutional Amendment Bill The Zila Parishad and Mandal 
Panchayat's Act. The Janata Dal has sealed down its demand 
for the with-drawal of the bill and has now settled to its 
referal to its a joint select Coraraitte. 
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, , ZILA PARISHAD, KARNATAKA 
16. KARNATAKA SHRINKING Rule for Zila Parsiahd. Economic and 
Political weekly 25,48-49; 1990 December ,-8; 2628. 
Bangarappa government is faced with same thing of a 
dilemma. On the one hand, obtaing partly control over the 
Zila Parishads in the state is essential in the event of 
mid-term election to Paritament. Also, dismantling the much 
applauded Panchayat system to Karnataka which the party has 
been allergic to is in it self a triumph of sorts. A third 
factor may be that it the renewed support of the liquor 
lobby is to be made use of, it would be better to render 
ineffective competing political groups at the local level on 
the other hand, while the ad-hoc whittling of the Zila 
Parishad power can be justified pice meal, it will be much 
more difficult to Explain on Amendment which make the local 
bodies redundant Moreover, it is in the interests of party 
not to agitate the powerful dingayat vakkaliga section. 
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,ADMINISTRATION, DISTRICT, DEVELOPMENT 
17. SURI iP C). Panchayats and district development 
administration. Indian Journal of Public Administration. 
3,1; 1994, January 19; 29-34. 
The basic role of Panchayats is that of a Planning 
executive and multipurpose Organization at the village 
level. These must be accepted in India's rural economy where 
confidence has been show in Panchayats. Their results have 
been good. Panchayats may however be called upon to assist 
the government. These have been handicapped by the existence 
of three other agencies by the inert nature of rural life 
and by the opposition of the Committee of direction for all 
India Rural Credit system. The heads and members of 
Panchayats are untrained and the resource allowed are small. 
Their functions have been limited by their dependence on the 
administration. 
18 
, AIMS 
RADHAKRISHNA. Future lies with people. Gandhi Marg. 11,2; 
.11989, July-September; 2 07-12. 
FLanchayati Raj for the involvement of people in the 
process of development has been depending on the whims and 
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fancies of political parties and individuals in power, 
subject to interference in defference or domination of 
burceaucrates reflecting. The castecl & class domination in 
the village Panchayati Raj to the Position of a 
consitutional. Amendment, has caated clouds of suspicion on 
the motives of those beating the drums of Panchayati Raj 
slogans like "Peoples power" or power to the peoples 
Panchayati Raj hardly needs any justification for 
development against the political changes in the country, 
the mounting spectucles of poverty, the continuing scenario 
of drought, the difference of people to political parties 
and lack of interest to programmes. 
, AMENDMENT, BILL, KARNATAKA 
19. CONTROVERSIAL BILL. Statesman. 129, 9192; 1990, December 
7;6. . 
The Bill to Amend Karnataka's existing Panchayati 
Raj Act of 1983 which was introduced in the state assembly 
by the Bangarappa Government. But it has fallen foul of the 
party's central leadership with a Bill some of whose 
plrovisions are contadictory to those of the 64th 
Constitution Amendment Bill on Panchayati Raj brought 
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forward by the Rajiv Gandhi Government. In a legislation of 
this kind involving grass-roots democracy, the Government 
ought to have worked for a consensus before introducing. 
What is even more unifortunate is that this controversial 
bill seeks to all but replace existing legislation which was 
brought in after extensive consultations and study by a 
joint select Committee the Panchayati Raj system. 
20. GADKARI (J P). Bangarappa faces crisis on Parishad 
Amendment Bill. Link. 33,18; 1990, December 9; 30. 
The storm of protests against the Amending bill and 
reported representations by some of the party leader the 
Congress High Command has now summoned the Chief Minister 
Bangarappa and Rural Development and Panchayati Raj Minister 
Basavalingappa to Delhi. The Zila Parishad and Mandal 
Panchayat Act had come into force, only in 1986 when the 
first Elections to these bodies were held in the first half 
of that year. The Act was conceived and fromed by their 
rulling< Janta Party. Party in the state and not very much 
out of their love of bring about the democratic 
decentralisation Mandal Panchayat and Nyaya Panchayats 
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(Amendment) Bill intended to bring about sweeping changes in 
the act, which was Passed by the Janta regime in 1983. 
21. THIMMAIAH (G). Evaluating Evaluation: Panchayati Raj 
Institutions in Karnataka-I. Financial Express. 15, 305; 
1990, February 15;7. 
The Janta government in Karnataka was responsible 
for ushering a new set of Panchayati Raj institution in 
1987. Though, Panchayati Raj institution were in operation 
in the state since December 1990, but they did not enjoy 
adequate autonomy and administration. They where under the 
control of insensitive bureauerats and fell prey to the 
dictators of the power-hungry state level political leaders. 
The Janta party had promised in its election manifesto to 
establish Panchayati Raj Institution it is comes to power 
when the party was elected to power in 1983. Janta 
government kept up its promise by enacting a new act. The 
Karnataka Zila Parishad,Taluk, Panchayats, sanitis. Mandal 
Panchayats and Nyaya Panchayats Act 1983. It was modelled on 
Ashok Mehta Committee recommendations while earlier ones 
were on the Blawent Raj Mehta Committee recommendation. 
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22. thiramaiah 9g0. Evaluating Evolution: Karnataka Panchayati 
Raj Institution-II. Financial Express. 15, 306; 1990, 
February, 16;7. 
In new Panchayati Raj Institutions some changes were 
recommended. One was the creation of the post of additional. 
Chief secretary (ACS) to monitor and oversee the functioning 
of the new Panchayati Raj Institution and infact the 
committee has desired that the entire Rural Department to 
come under one Additional Chief Secretary. When it come to 
the question of choosing the person, the late Nazir Sb. 
decided to drop the proposal. His justification was that he 
wanted a Committee administrator even if he was not of the 
rank of Additional Chief Secretary (ACS), The Committee has 
also suggested that the post of BDO be v up graded and fresh 
IAS officers, after their probation be posted as BDOS and 
BDOS should Co-ordinate developmental activities of the 
Mandals in Taluka. 
, BILL CONCENSUS 
23. LPANCHAYATS SABOTAGED. Economic Times. 32, 139; 1992, 
July, 23;8 
Local self government Bills have, perhaps, been 
redrafted for the last time, they will now be re-introduced 
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s in parliament with agreater degree of concensus than had 
hither to been possible. The process of concensus building 
has ensured that the already watered-down provisions 
envisaged during the Rajiv tenure never really got down to 
devolving power to the grass-rools in a serious manner. 
Some provisions in the revised Panchayati Raj Bill will 
facilitate interference by state and central legislatures 
and could undermine the development of local political 
leaders. Opinion of district planning could become more 
responsive to the needs of the local peoples. 
LEGISLATION 
24. PANCHAYATI RAJ Bill Passed. Civil Services Chronicle. 3,8; 
1993, February; 27. 
The Panchayati Raj {constitution 7 2 and amendment) 
and Nayarpalika (constitution 73rd amendment. Bills are 
aimed at devolution of powers to the local bodies, provides 
for elections to all seats of Panchayats at the village and 
intermediate levels fixing a tenure of live years 
and holding of elections within six months in the event of 
disqualifications of members and devolution by the state 
governments of powers and responsibilities upon the 
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Panchayats. The Nagarpalika Bill also has similar proposals 
applicable to local urban bodies. 
^ , PROBLEM, JAMMU AND KASHMIR 
25. PURI (Balraj). Jammu and Kashmir Panchayati Raj bill: A 
critique. Economic and Political weekly. 24,28; 1989, July 
15; 1567-69. 
Jammu and Kashmir Panchayati Raj bill passed by 
state legislature not only falls is short of a proposal 
under the 64th amendment of the constitution for the 
constitution for the rest of all country. The process of 
devolution is matched by extension of bureaucratic 
authority at every level. Lack of trust in the people is 
the only plausible explanation for the type of law, the 
state has passed. 
, COMMITTEE, ASHOK MEHTA 
26, AHOOJA (Bhupendra). Ashoka Metha on Panchayati Raj. Indian) 
book Chronicle. 3,22; 1988, November 16; 379-380. 
In its report on Panchayati Raj. Institutions^ the 
Ashoka Metha Committee has tired "to lay down a new 
approach •towards^ these institutions, therday giving 
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importance to the direction" rather than to specific 
recommendations on certain items". But it has not been able 
to rise above the temptation to prescribe the structure and 
compasition and methods and modes of elections for the 
various levels of institutions, their functions and 
responsibilities as well as their financial resources. The 
Committee has recommended a two-tier system of Zila 
Parshad, and Mandal Panchayats. ~!he latter has to cover a 
population of 15000 to 20000 and has unfortunately decided 
to ingnore the gram Panchayats or the existing village 
Committees. 
_ ^ ASHOK MEHTA 
26. HOOJA (Bhupendraj. Ashoka Mehta on Panchayati Raj. Indian 
book chronicle. 3,22; 1988, November 16; 379-80. 
The Prime Minister planed for Panchayats an 
embodied in the 64th constitutional Amendment Bill. On May 
5, tten days before he moved the Bill in the lok Sabha. The 
PM told the CMS Conference that "The history of Panchayati 
Raj in India is litered with examples of legislative 
authority not being translated into administrative reality. 
Ashok Mehta Committee had pointed out that one of the 
important reasons for failure of Panchayats in the past was 
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importance to the direction" rather than to specific 
recommendations on certain items". But it has not been able 
to rise above the temptation to prescribe the structure and 
compasition and methods and modes of elections for the 
various levels of institutions, their functions and 
responsibilities as well as their financial resources. The 
Committee has recommended a two-tier system of Zila 
Parshad, and Mandal Panchayats. T!he latter has to cover a 
population of 15000 to 20000 and has unfortunately decided 
to ingnore the gram Panchayats or the existing village 
Committees. 
27. JAIN (L C). Panchayats: A still-born scheme. Indian Express 
57, 208; 1989, May, 29; 8. 
The Prime Minister planed for Panchayats an 
embodied in the 64th constitutional Amendment Bill. On May 
5, tfen days before he moved the Bill in the lok Sabha. The 
PM told the CMS Conference that "The history of Panchayati 
Raj in India is litered with examples of legislative 
authority not being translated into administrative reality. 
Ashok Mehta Committee had pointed out that one of the 
important reasons for failure of Panchayats in the past was 
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the lack of any worth while staff support. Ashoka Mehta 
committee seriously and accordingly took recommended 
constructive, compatible and timely steps both at the 
legislative and administrative levels. 
^ ^ , ADMINISTRATION, ANDRA PRADESH 
28. REDDY kV. Venugopal). Decentralising Administrative 
Machinery for Development Needs: A case study of Andra 
Pradesh. Indian Journal of Administration. 34,1; 1988, 
January-March; 34-44. 
This system continues in most parts of the country 
till today Recently, changes were brought about in 
Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh. To some extent, the changes 
in Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh were based on need for 
redefining the administrative boundaries brought to the fare 
by the Report of Committee on Panchayati Raj Institution, 
Popularly known as Ashoka Mehta Committee. The committee 
reiterated that the districts should be the first point of 
decentralisation. Under popular supervision, state, level, 
district level, and committee also suggested a Mandal 
Panchayat samithis covering a population of 15,000 to 
20,000. The block level Panchaya€ samities were expected to 
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be replaced by a Mandal Panchayat. Need for location of 
facilities at certain central please was recognised. The 
necessity for local centre was also urged. Mandal was 
suggested by the Committee. In a radical departure in terms 
of concept from the old Community development programme 
which insisted on village as the major unit of development 
programme. The Committee empasised the movement of goods 
and services as between a village and central place. 
^ ^ ^ PARTYLESS, ELECTION 
29. METHEW ^George;. Panchayati Raj can it be partyless. 
Hindustan times. 64, 199; 1989, July,19;ll. 
The New Panchayati Raj dispensation and topic which 
has not attracted sufficient attention is the role of 
political parties in the Panchayati Raj and other local 
bodies. The proposed 64th constitutional Amendment does not 
say a/iything about political parties. All India Panchayat 
Parishad in 1961 went to the extent of advising the states 
to work for incometested Elections giving rewards for 
villages iSlecting their Panchayat without contaest. Ashok 
Mehta Committee on December 12, 1977 was a watershed in the 
history of Panchayati Raj Institution. 
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, , , REPORT 
30. BID FOR Improvement. Competition Master. 3 4,9; 1993, 
April; 695. 
The government of India appointed another committee 
Popularly known as Ashok Mehta Committee, in December 1977 
to enquire into the working of the Panchayati Raj 
Institutions, and suggest measures to strengthening them so 
as to enable a decentralised planning and development to be 
effective. The story of Panchayati Raj according to the 
Ashok Mehta Committee report which submitted its report in 
August 1978, has been full of ups and down. It was passed 
through three phases. The^  phase of as cendancy (1956-64) 
the phase of stagnation (1965-69) and the phase of decline 
(1969-1977). The Committee's main recommendations pertained 
to the functional necessity for decentralisation of 
administrationaithreetier model of Panchayati Raj. 
—-, .BALWANTRAI MEHTA, DECENTRALISATION 
31. DECENTRALISATION OF POWER. Competion Master. 34,9; 1993, 
April; 688. 
In 1957 the Balwant Rai Mehta Committee suggested a 
remedy. Popularly known as democratic decentralisation 
scheme. The resultant institutional arrangements 
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came to be known as a Panchayati Raj. Under this system a 
large measure of autonomy in powers and functions is given 
to local institutions. The movement for decentralising 
power started with much enthusiasm and hope. It was 
expected to bring democracy at the doors of the rural 
people. Rajasthan was the first state in the country to 
Implement Panchayati Raj. Pandit Nehru called Panchayati 
Raj as a revolutionary and historical step. 
32. PANCHAYATI RAJ and Democratic Decentralisation Current 
Topic. 19,1;;19 93, Jahttatyy; 36. 
Panchayati Raj, in its present from, took shape 
following the recommendation of Balwant Rai Mehta Committee 
in 1959. It was devised both as a structural innovation as 
well as a moral Commitment to realise the objective of 
democratic decentrlisation. Generally speaking. Panchayat. 
Raj is a three-tier system of local bodies organically 
linked, with Zila Parishad at the apex, Panchayat Samiti at 
the intermediate level and Panchayat at the villages 
lowest level. Panchayati Raj has contributed a great deal 
to the cause of democratic decentralisation. It has opened 
up the formal closure of the rural power structure. It has 
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added the process of political modernisation in the 
country. It was organically linked the village Panchayat to 
the highest political structure in the country. 
33. ROY iDipen). Panchayati Raj accounting-a normative 
approach. Civic Affair^. 40,2; 1993, September; 7-8. 
The Balwantrai Mehta Committee had advocated 
democratic decentralisation on the assumption that the 
people would maintain constant and intelligent vigilance on 
local administration. If accounting information is kept 
behind the curtain constant exercise of vigilance by 
the^people will become impossible. Therefore, accounting 
information system should play a vital role in the 
effective and transparent functioning of the grass-roots 
democratic institutions. 
,---, ELECTION, LEGISLATOR, POSITION 
34. TYER iH.R. Subi ani.?riiia) , should legislators be Associated 
with Panchayati Raj. Kurkshetra. 20,6; 15 89, March, 16. 
9-10. 
The study team on District Administration of 
Administrative Reforms Commission, in its recent report has 
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recommended that members of state legislators as well as of 
Parliament should be debarred from being elected as members 
or heads of the Panchayati Raj institutions. The Balwantrai 
Mehta Committee on the other hand, had recommended that 
M.Ps and MLAs should be associated with only the Zila 
Parishad, the apex body in Panchayati Raj. Thus it is 
evident that the centroversy over the association of 
legislators with the units of grass-roots democracy goes an 
unabated. The pattern of association of legislators with 
Panchayati Raj bodies has varied from state to state. At 
one end of the spectrum is Maharastra where such an 
association has been devied in Principles. At the other 
hand is west Bengal where such an association is being 
encouraged in Principles/ as well as in practice. 
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, CONFERENCE, CHIEF MINISTERS 
35- LINE OF affluence. Financial Express. 16,208; 1990, 
September, 19;7. 
A stray remark at the recent Chief Minister's 
Conference on Panchayati Raj and urban local bodies one 
would have dismissed^ Mr. V.P. Singh's plea for a line of 
influence as empty rhetoric. But he has been persisting 
with the idea and he reiterated this during an informal 
that with newspersons "I am serious about having an Amiri 
Rekha" he said and added that he would soon write to the 
chief Minister and Members of Parliament as well as state 
legislatures in order to initiate a national debate and to 
see whether the idea was feasible and how to go about 
implementing and he went on to assert that the formulation 
of an affluence line was certainly on the agenda of the 
governments political committment to the people. 
36. SAME GROUND Times of India. 153, 163; 1990, June, 15;8. 
The conference of the Chief Ministers on Panchayati 
Raj Institutions and urban local bodies has covered much 
the same ground as the Panchayati Raj and Nagar Palika 
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Bills which the Congress introduced last year. But it 
failed to get the Rajya Sabha to adopt them. Elections to 
rural and urban local self governing bodies are held 
mandatorily every five years, seats are reserved for women 
and state governments are able to supercede these bodies, 
even if on a selective basis. At the conference The Chief 
Ministers agreed to have state finance Commissions for 
allocating funds to local bodies. 
, , NEW DELHI 
37. NAIR (.G R; . National Conference on Panchayati Raj and 
women. Social Welfare. 34, 2-3; 1989, June-July; 4-5. 
The National Conference on Panchayati Raj and women 
held in New-Delhi on May 3-4, 1989. Was part of a momentum 
created several months before indifferent parts of the 
country to give greater vigour and life to democratic 
institutions. Among the work Panchayats should also play a 
greater role in the implementation of the forest 
conservation Act, especially in relation to fodder and fact 
rights and The Mines and minerals Act. Women also demanded 
Nyaya Panchayats at the village levelfor settling of local 
disputes. 
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^ ^ P.M.,ADDRESS 
38. GANDHI (.Rajiv;. Panchayati Raj. Power to People. Hindustan 
Times. 66,132; 1989, May, 13;13,8. 
Prime Minister address to the Conference of Chief 
Minister regarding 64th contitution amendment Bill and 
Panchayati Raj that article 40 of the constitution states 
"the state shall take steps to organise village Panchayats 
and endow them with such Powers and outhorities that may be 
necessary to enable them to function as units of 
self-government. Specifically the scheduled castes and 
scheduled tribes and women were grossly under-represented 
in Panchayati Raj institutions. 
----, CONSTITUTION, AMENDMENT 
39, PANCHAYATI RAJ. Economic Times. 17,68; 1990, June, 13;7. 
The proposed constitutional Amendment on Panchayati 
Raj institutions is a welcome indication, that the National 
front government is welling to re-define the earlier 
governments efforts in this direction. The National, front 
governments proposal quite rightly attempts to correct 
these errors. Thus in a region where villages tend to exist 
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and function in clusters, the Panchayats system can be 
two-tiered/ centering around mandals covering a cluster of 
villages. Governments of National front has no doubt taken 
on important first step towards effective decentralisation. 
^ ^ ^ BILL, IMPLICATION 
40. MORE POWER to Bureaucrats. Economic and Political Weekly. 
24,43; 1989, October, 28; 2418. 
The constitution's Amendment Bill on Panchayati 
Raj, one of the key issues in the coming Lok Sabha 
elections. Some features of this bill. Particularly as 
pertaining to reservation for women have already been 
commented to grant certain powers, financial and 
administrative to the institution. The bureaurats already 
played a key rate in Indian economic life. Even the 
bureaucratic enterproneurship of Ambani is entirely 
dependent on support from the central bureauracy in the 
name of power to the people and devaluation to the 
grassroots, the power of the burecauracy are sought to be 
enhanced. The burceauracy was the steel frame of Indian 
unification as a British colony. 
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-—, , / . PLAN 
41. MATHEW (George/. Panchayati Raj; What Government should 
do. Hindustan times. 67,17; 1990, January 17;9. 
The National Fronts Commitment to bring about 
genuine devaluation of Power below the state level through 
the Panchayati Raj institutions has been reinforced by the 
NationalrPlan the government has announced. The plan says 
that during the budget session of parliament the government 
with introduce a comprehensive constitutional Amendment 
Bill on Panchayati Rj. An other significant, step being 
taken in a related area is prepration for the establishment 
of an interestate council which should be formed first and 
then the Panchayati Raj bill should be drafted and 
introduced in Parliament after a thorough discussion in the 
Inter State Council. 
^ ^ , , PROVISION 
42. PANCHAYATI RAJ Bill. Competition Master. 35,1; 1993, 
August ; 67-68. 
Parliament aplproved the historic Panchayati Raj 
and Nagarpalika Bills providing for decentralisation of 
power down to the village level and involving the people in 
the decision making process. The 72th constitution 
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Amendment Bill seeks to provide among other things the 
formation of Panchayats at village and other levels, direct 
elections to all seats in Panchayats, reservation of seats 
for scheduled castes and scheduled tribes and lixing of a 
tenure of fine years for Panchayats. The 73rd constitution 
Amendment Bill provides for the: formation of three types of 
municipalities and reservation of seats in every 
municipality for scheduled castes and scheduled tribes, 
women and backward classes. It also provides for devolution 
of powers and responsibilities upon the municipalities by 
state legislatures and levy of taxes and duties by 
municipalities. 
^ ^ ^ ^ .WEAKER SECTION 
MORE SAY For weaker Sections in Panchayats. Link. 31,40; 
1989, May, 14; 7.8. 
The government intends to bring before the 
Parliament for Amendment of The constitution and provide 
for strengthening The Panchayati Raj system. It is proposed 
to give weaker sections of society a grassroots and 
district level. Some opposition Chief Ministers Maintain 
that it is encroaching on the spheres of the states 
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activities. Prime Minister's emphasis on uplift of the 
weaker sections including women is not confined to the 
Jawahar Rozgar. Also he wants special attention to be paid 
to them and provide educational need for weaker section as 
well as scheduled caste and scheduled tribes. 
, , , , ROLE OF CONGRESS U ) 
44. ROLE IN Panchayats. Statesman. 128,8693; 1989, May, I2;6. 
Constitutional Amendment Bill exposed the 
insincerity of the Mr. Rajiv Gandhi's plea that New Delhi 
current plans on Panchayats have nothing to do with centre 
state relations. But the non-Congress(I) parties were taken 
a aback. The centre's well or chestrated move was evident 
from the hesitation among them about attending the recent 
Delhi meeting. The Congress (I) opponents are concerned 
that nothing can be more worrying than the prospects of 
entrusting state governors with the power to dissolve 
Panchayats. Center's main interest lies not so much in 
ensuring regular contests as in having a direct say, viz 
the usually pliant commission in the affairs of Panchayats. 
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DIRECTIVE PRINCIPLE 
15. VERA ^Ram K;. Lessons from the past. Indian express, 
57,123; 1989, March, 4;8. 
The Prime Minister is sincere about the Panchayati 
Raj system. He has to make sure that there is a national 
consensus by all Parties to allow such a system to function 
effectively without interference from the state and 
national levels. The institutions of Panchayati Raj are to 
work effectively. They have to be given a place in the 
constitution by a suitable Amendment in the Article devoted 
to village Panchayati in the chapter on Directive 
Principles of the state policy. 
_ ^ , 74th BILL, PROVISION 
46. SAHAY: ^S;. Panchayati Raj Bill: learing from the Past. 
Hindustan Times. 67,262; 1990, September 21;11. 
The constitutional 74th Amendment Bill concerning 
Panchayati and urban local bodies which was introduced in 
the last session of Parliament, avoided some of the 
objectionable features by the two Bills Introduced by the 
Rajiv Gandhi government and defeated in the Rajya Sabha the 
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objectionable provisions were a rigid three-tier system at 
the district, intermediate and village levels, entrustment 
of elections to the Chief Election Commissioner and of 
audit to the Auditor and comptroller general of India. 
_ , ,73rd, ACT, CRITICISM 
DHAWAN ^G) . Panchayati Raj institutions: 73rd Amendment 
apprehensions and Comprehensions. Asian Survey. 34,9; 
1994, September; 818-822. 
Analysing the various provisions in the Act, the 
author says that there is need to transfer much of the 
allocation decision to the local authorities as financial 
arrangement is the life breath of all self-governments. 
Restructuring of the education systemis the only instrument 
for changing the attitude of the people. Involving the NGOs 
in the planning, training, implementation and evaluation of 
the rural development programmes will strengthen the 
Panchayati Raj institutions. The reservation of seats for 
women, SCs and STs need to be addressed more seriously by 
the states, observes the authors. 
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INDIRESAN VP V). Making Panchayati Raj a reality, 
Kurukshetra. 43,7; 1995, April; 15-18. 
The Panchayatiraj, Act should be redesigned to 
incorporate.a structural network . to ensure its compliance, 
Panchayat officials should be protected from political 
interference in the normal discharge of their duties. 
Transparency and a total lack of secracy is the essence of 
Panchayat Raj. Calling for a criminal proof election 
system, he suggests that giving the water a choice to 
reject all candidates would be a salutary provision which 
would force all parties to field only -good candidates. 
Although the constitution is the ultimate in the majesty of 
the law. It is expected to inspire awe, extract 
unquestioned obedience. The constitution 73rd Amendment Act 
1992 was launched with the laudable intention of bringing 
power closer to the people by making the establishment of 
Panchayati imperative. Years have passed, but there is 
little sign that state governments are taking this 
important and specific injunction of the constitution 
seriously. 
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^ ^ , , , GRAM PANCHAYAT, LAND REFORM 
49. RAJESHKUMAR. Can Panchayati Raj succeed without land 
reforms? Mainstream. 33,15; 1995, March, 4; 8-9. 
Can be really have a successful Panchayati Raj 
without breaking the monopoly of the landed elite over the 
village level Panchayati Raj institution, namely the gram 
Panchayat. For a successful Panchayati Raj system we need 
to undertake genuine and effective land reforms first. The 
present government introduced the constitution 73rd 
Amendment Act, 1992 which aims at making the Panchayati Raj 
system on instrument of local self governance and community 
development, an agent of grassroot democratic polity, and 
the bulwQrk of a new social order or 'Sarvodaya' against 
the existing exploitative system. Consequently, The Act 
provides for a constitutional status to the Panchayati. It 
also stipulates reservations for women, SC,STs and OBCs to 
ensure their active Participation at all levels of the 
Panchayati Raj system. 
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, , , , IMPLEMENTATION 
50. MISHRA (S Ny and MISHRA (Sweta). Future of Panchayati Raj 
after 73rd Constitutional Amendment Act. KuriJkshetra. 
43.7; 1995, April; 31-33. 
Even though the constitutions 73rd Amendment Act 
has added a new dimension to the concept of Panchayati Raj, 
democratisation of our pluralistic society cannot be 
ensured merely through legislative and administrative 
measuresf feel the authors. NGOs, academics political 
parties and other bodies should involve themselves in 
exerting pressure to restore power to the place where it 
belongs. Stressing the need to keep away power brokers and 
vested interests^ the authors have expressed the optimism 
that Panchayati Raj Institutions as units of grass-roots 
democracy would usher in political, social and economic 
revolution strengthening the sinews of our democratic 
polity. In this context, the political will of the state 
governments is of paramount importance. 
; ^ , BILL, FINANCE • 
51. MISHRA (S N) . 73rd Constitution Amendment and the local 
resource base : A critical appraisal. Kurukshetra. 41,7; 
1996, April; 37-38. . , -. -
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The success on these fronts will depend on the 
relationship between the Panchayati Raj Institutions and 
local level bureaucracy. They would have to forget love and 
hate relationship and work hand in glove for the success of 
Panchayati Raj Institutions. As such, we are optimistic of 
the fact that in the coming years the Panchayati Raj 
Institutions will be standing on their own feet, so far as 
financial aspects are concerned. Apart from this, one more 
suggestion may be added that in the initial stage, 
provision for matching grant like in Gujrat and 
Maharashtra, may also help ensure Panchayati Raj 
Institutions, to take up more and more developmental 
activities and getting more and fund from the state 
enchequer. 
^ ^ , , PROBLEMS 
52. MAHIPAL 73rd Amendment Bill: Tasks ahead. Mainstream. 
31,24; 1993 April,24; 16-18. 
For devolution of political and Economic power to 
the grass roots level for making it meaningful the 
prevailing large scale disparties in the country-side have 
to be lessened. Th n only effective participation of the 
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people in development will becomes a reality. Secondly for 
making the economic base of the Panchayats sound they 
should be recognised to have a minimum population of 5000. 
However the success of decentralisation depends on the 
states and the peoples thein_ selves. Our experience about 
decentralisation has been that the institution had come 
from the top and not from the grass-roots. It may be 
mentioned have'that India needed a strong centralised power 
to hold it together at the time of independence. 
^ ^ , ^ WOMEN, IMPLICATION 
53. RAMATHILAGAM {G). 73rd Constitutional Amendment andits 
implications for women. Kurukshetra. 43,7; 1995, April; 
94-96. 
Absence of regular elections, prolenged 
supersessions, insufficient representation of weaker 
sections, inadequate devolutions of powers and lack of 
financial, resources have prevented the Panchayati Raj 
Institutions from acquiring the status andMignity of viable 
and responsible people's bodies, the author observes. Any 
one in power parts with it or shares it with others only 
grudgingly; so also the state governments. About women's 
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representation in Panchayati Raj Institutions, the author 
feels that the Political parties also are not serious in 
fielding women candidates. Women have to improve themselves 
through educatipn, of they have to take on active part in 
the polities and administration of the country. 
^ , ^ 64th BILL 
55. LIMAYE (Madhu) Qualified welcome for Panchayati Bill. 
Times of India. 152, 138; 1989. May, 19;6. 
The 64th constitution Amendment Bill introduced by 
Mr. Rajiv Gandhi himself on the last day of the budget 
session of the Lok Sabha is a measure of long-range 
significance. It was a pity that it was not sent to a joint 
Parliamentary Committee. There is much scope for transfer 
of powers and revenue sources from the center to the 
states. That by making periodic direct Elections of the 
local bodies mandotory by severely limiting the period of 
their super session and by providing further for 
reservation for schedule caste and schedule tribes and 
women. The cause of grass root democracy and social jjustice has 
been advanced to the people living in loves. 
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, ^ ,—-, — ,CRITICISM 
HIRWAY (Indira). Panchayati Raj at crossroads. Economic 
and Political, 24,29; 1989, July 22; 1663-67. 
Studies the concepts of Panchayati Raj examines the 
inadequacies of these concepts and the potential of 
Panchayati Raj in our economic-Political system. It 
analyses the experiences of Panchayati Raj in different 
states and draws lessons from these experiences its then 
critically examines the 64th constitutional amendment bill 
and makes some inferences about the implications of 
strengthening Panchayati raj in the country. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ CRITICISM 
57. SAEED (AAmeraj. Panchayati Raj Bill. Regional studies. 
8,2; 1990, September 9;46-50. 
In 1989 Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi Presented the 
Panchayati Raj Bill as the 64th Amendment to the Indian 
constitution. The bill was defeated in the lower House 
after intense debate following this defeat. Mr. Gandhi 
announced elections for the lower house advancing them by a 
month to 22-24 November 1989. The Panchayati Raj system 
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essentially a concept of governance based on self-rule by 
component units. It was an important component of Nehru's 
economic thinking, even though this latter belief was 
exploited by his grandson's image-maker's national 
controversy emerged over the Bill, which presented new 
challenges to existing political power structures at every 
level. 
SINGHVI (L .M)_. ^Panchayats: Why the 64th Amendment. 
Hindustan Times. 66,136; 1989, May, 7;11. 
Constitutional amendment for strengthening 
Panchayati Raj have been rasied mainly because the proposal 
came from Mr. Rajiv Gandhi and because it came when the 
general elections were round the earner. Mr. Rajiv Gandhi 
abiding credit that took up the question of revitalisation 
of Panchayati Raj institution seriously. Soon after he 
assumed office t^e proposed constitutional amendment was 
completed»Thiswas one of the most pressing and fundamental 
of all the unfinished tasks of our constitution. There is 
no gain'saying that the key to the success of this enter 
prisd l^es in national consensus. 
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, DEMAND 
59. CALL TO Redraft Bill an Panchayat Raj. Economic times. 
16,91; 1989, January, 30;5. 
Minimum wages Advisory Board Chairman Kamtau Prasad 
has called for redrafting the constitution's 64th Amendment 
Bill or Panchayati Raj making it obligatory for the state 
government to provide minimum power and funds to 
Panchayats. There is nothing in the Amendment to force a 
state government to transfer a minimum quantum of powers 
and funds to the Panchayats and Bill gives no idea as to 
how the power are to be divided between the three-levels of 
the Panchayati Raj system the Bill gives a detailed 
procedure for Elections but it is silent on the most 
important ingredient of Panchayati institutions the role 
and function of the gram sabha or village assembly 
consisting of the entire adult population of village. 
,—--, , , , EVALUATION 
60. BOMBWAIiL"' vK R; . 64th Constitutional Amendment Bill, 
Current Topics. 15,8; 1989, July; 471-73. 
The 64th constitutional Amendment (Panchayati Raj) 
Bill was introduced by Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi at the 
fag end of Parliament's last session. But t^%»t the bill 
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would provoke controversy was only to be expected. The run 
up to the 9th general Election has started. The Amendment 
Bill provides fOr the establishment of Panchayati Raj at 
the village Intermediate and district levels and lays down 
that all seats in the Panchayat shall be filled by persons 
chosen by direct election. A significant provision of the 
bill relates to the reservation, as nearly as possible of 
30% seats for women besides reservation of seats for the SC 
and ST in proportion to their population of which, again 
30% be held by women. New Panchayati Raj system is likely 
to give to the common people especially the weaker section 
for an honest and speedy implementation of land reforms. 
61. THARYAN (.?). Some hopes, Somes fears. Hindustan times. 
66,137; 1989, May, 20;13. 
The constitution 64th amendment bill which the Prime 
Minister introduced in the Gok S^ bha on the last day of 
budget session is an amended version of an earlier bill it 
had prepared is only of academic interest. The bill paves 
the way for strengthening grassroots level democracy, it 
needs to the political forces working for against it 
through the Panchayati Raj to the political forces working 
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for against it through the Panchayati Raj is an ancient 
concept it has not emerged as a bastion of rurl democracy 
if we assess the experiment not by its embelisments but by 
r 
the quality of our grassroots level democracy. It is haped 
that political parties will not use "Power to People" as a 
mere slogan to promote their partisan interest. 
/ I •-, IMPLICATION 
62. JAIN iLC):.'- Panchayats: Some implications. Indian Express 
^ 57,217; 1989, June..7;8. 
Tamil Nadu Chief Minister Mr. Karunanidhi has taken 
a welcome lead in writting to Prime Minister to convene a 
meeting of Chief Ministers for discussion of the 64th 
constitutional Amendment Bill. It is to be hoped that the 
Prime Minister will respond to the suggestion. The centre 
may reward the contentions clause of the 64th constitution 
Amendment Bill especially those relating to the 
jurisdiction of the Election commission and the comptroller 
and Auditer General. It may also agree to specify that the 
state governer shall act on the advice of the state 
cabinet. All these changes even if settled to the mutual 
satisfaction of the center and the state can at best 
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determine how easily the 64th constitution Amendment Bill 
may be converted in the act but it cannot ensure the 
Panchayats ability to act. 
t 
^ , , , , RESERVATION, WOMEN 
63. SETHI (Raj Mohini). Panchayati Raj Bodies: Statutory 
reservation for women. Economic Times. 16,130; 1989, 
August 8j5. 
The 64th Amendment Bill to the constitution has once 
again revived an interest in Panchayati Raj Institutions. A 
major thrust of this interest is over the Socio-political 
dimensions, defining the scope and contest of decision 
making powers which are purported to be decentralized 
through the Bill. The recommendations and provisions in 
Panchayat bodies women's participations as effective 
decisionmakers, in these forums, remained nominal. 
Acadenicians and activis pointed but. the need for greater 
representation of women in all decision-making and 
administrative bodies. The document on national perspective 
plan for women 1988, recommended a 5.0% representation of 
women among all grass-root level functionaries and at least 
30% reservation of women in Panchayat institution thus the 
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provision for 30% reservation of women in all Panchayat 
bodies comes as a sequal to the demands of the womens 
groups. 
, , , , CRITICISM 
64. ABRAHAM \A S). Securing Panchayati Raj: Double-Edged 
Measure, Times of India. 152,141; 1989, May, 22;6. 
The constitution's 64th Amendment Bill 1984 seeks to 
secure Panchayati Raj through constitutional authority. 
This is because then are hardly any valid arguments against 
it. The legislation, the opposition said, is an election 
gimmick. Ashoka Mehta Committee endorsed the view of those 
who had urged before it for a constitutional Amendment to 
give Panchayati Raj Institutions full constitutional 
validity at grassroot level. Ruling party may one day have 
reason to wonder whether it was wise to open the floodgates 
of rural popular pressure on the system by giving 
Panchayati Raj Institution, constitutional protection. It 
is to be ensured that national forces will be able neither 
to control nor Exploit as its own capacity to mediate 
social conflict has already weakened the system 
considerably. 
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INDERJIT. Panchayati Raj Bill: Constitutional validity 
questioned. Economic Times 14,68, 1989, June, 6;5. 
This article gives opinion about the validity of the 
64th Amendment bill. Opinion continues to be sharply 
divided on this issue, designed truly to achieve Mahatma 
Gandhi's dream of giving power to the grass roots & 
establishing village republics. All are agreed on laudable 
Principles and objectives of the bill for ex -provision for 
mandatory elections every fives years to end the 
distortions that have crept into the system through 
motivated supercessions and indefinite postponement of the 
poll. They also welcome the representation given to women 
and scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. But doubts were 
even raised about the legislative competence of parliament 
to enact the legislation on the ground that Panchayats are 
exclusively a state subject. Basic question in regard to 
the constitutional validity of legislation remains in terms 
of Article 368 itself but situation changed after the 
supereme courts judgement in Kesavananda Bharti case in 
1973. The court held that which parliament was empowered to 
IGO 
amend the constitution, it could not change the basic 
structure of the constitution. 
66. JAIN <L C>. Scheme has omissions. Hindustan times. 66,137; 
1989, May, 10;13. 
In the Post Panchayati Raj from delivering the goods 
not with-standing the 64th Amendment and asuming that the 
amendment were also from Commenting on the prudence or 
loyality of its provisions. The 100-lyears oldv Problem of 
lock of effective coordination among district functionaries 
has wersened. As a past of his study. Mr. Gandhi Prime 
Minister of India, also convened conferences of scheduled 
cast and scheduled tribes Panchayat repersentatives. Mr. 
Rajiv Gandhi was interested in decentralisation if the 
colonial huge may have the collector at the district level 
and that of the czars at the central level is to 
continueunabated. The children of the 64th amendment are 
likely to be as physicated in the very process of their 
birth. 
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57. MALHOTRA ^Rashpaly. Continuity in Electoral process. 
Hindustan times. 66,141; 1989, May, 22;13. 
The constitution 64th Amendment Bill is likely to 
open up a new phase in India. This very provision was 
earlier made by the Ashok Mehta committee in its report of 
August 1978. Amongst the participants 63% supported the 
idea of giving Panchayati Raj a constitutional mandate. The 
first contradiction arises of "Power to People". Should it 
be given to Panchayati Raj or not? It is the matter of 
debate. The provison made in clause six in Bill sod 1969. 
The other debatable issue is the rate and place of 
political parties in Panchayati Raj institutions. The 
concept of "Power to people" as described by Gandhi, the 
greater the power of Panchayats, the better for the people. 
The fact that the Draft bill had "discarded" the village 
which he demanded as nothing but a sink of localism, a den 
of ignorance and narrow mmdeness. The questionire were 
carried out in the states where Panchayati Raj is going an 
and non Panchayati Raj states too, which shows quite 
remarkable results on the matter of power. A Distt. 
Magistrate had to act as a chairman of morethan half of 
dozen institutions.and facing problems due to the law and 
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order sitution as well as revenue affairs. No party in 
power wants to make it in to permanancy for the benefit of 
the people. 
68. NO REAL Change. Statesman. 128, 8697,- 1989, May, 17 ;6. 
The 64th constitution Amendment Bill as a triumph of 
lack shakti over the governments obstinancy for while Mr. 
Rajiv Gandhi has realized that a clause empowering the 
government of a state to dissolve a gram Panchayat Merely 
invites unnecessary ridicule and expose the center to the 
charge of mindless interference in local affairs. He has 
not considered it worthwhile to make any concession on the 
basic rationale of his gratuitious concern for "People's 
power". The proposed 64th Amendment to constitution 
threatens the very existence of the federal consensus, such 
a prime is too high even to contemplate for securing Mr. 
Gandhi re-election. 
^ , , , GRAM SABHA 
69. NEV7 LAW for Panchayati Raj. Current Affairs. 32,4; 1989, 
November; 232-33. 
64th Constitutional Amendment. Bill proposes to add 
a new section in the constitution to provide for a gram 
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sabha in each village and Panchayat at the village level. 
The constitution may guarantee that a minimum of fifty 
percent of the center's aggregate revenue resources should 
be given to states, similarly a minimum of fifty percent of 
each states revenue should be remarked for Panchayats and 
urban local bodies. A new planning regime under which 
planning is viewed as a national task rather than central, 
and include matters like the right balance between defence 
and development. Nyaya Panchayats have been entitled for 
dispensing speedy justice to villagers. 
^ ^ , , POOR POLITICS 
70. SEZHIYEN lEray. Perfidious Panchayat Bill. Indian Express. 
57,247; 1989, July, 7;8. 
The 64th constitution Amendment Bill is a 
revolutionary. Step to wards emanicipation of the rural 
poor. Addressing the conference the Chief Ministers on 
Panchayati Raj in New Delhi on May 5, 1989, The Prime 
minister pronounced, we are jsn the threshold of a mighty 
revolution envisaged by Jawaharlal Nehru. The forty second 
Amendment carries the revolution - epitomised by Mahatma 
Gandhi and Jawaharlal Nehru in the larger interests of the 
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nations and the vast masses of our people, in the 1984. 
Janata menifesto carried the wateh-words "Power to the 
People" strongly enough Rajiv Gandhi has surreptitiously 
taken these words now to boost his "Election play" of the 
Panchayati Raj. If he is really serious about Panchayat 
system/ he should first be preapared to devalue powers from 
the centre to the state and then beyond to the local 
governments. Other wise the Panchayati Raj Bill become a 
perfidious Rajiv Bill. 
^ ^ , , RESERVATION WEAKER SECTION 
SHAH (Ghanshyamj Panchayats and the poor: Dubious Benefi 
of Reserved scats. Times of India. 152,232; 1990, August, 
21; 6. 
The 64th Constitutional Amendment dealing with 
Panchayats seeks to provide positions to the weaker sections 
in the Panchayati Raj institution. The weaker section are 
defined as the schedule caste and the schedule tribes and 
women. Seats are to be reserved for the former in 
population to their population in the respective area while 
30% seats are reserved for women. There are two provision 
first, the weaker section are assumption to the homogenous 
12 
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with conunon interest which are articulated by their 
representatives secondly positions in the Panchayats and 
power on throught to be conterminous. The validity of these 
two assumption needs critical examination in light of the 
experience of reservation of seats in elected bodies during 
the last fore decades. In fact Panchayati Raj Institution in 
which seats are reserved for weaker section. 
, ^___^_-, 63rd IMPLICATION 
\ 
72. BUCK (M N;. Panchayati Raj Bill; Constitutional 
Implications. Indian Express. 57, 268; 1989, July, 28;8. 
The 63rd constitution Amendment Bill has been 
criticised as an attempt by the federal government to 
encroach upon the Jurisdiction of the states. Article of the 
constitution defines what India in according to it India, 
that is Bharat, shall be a union of states. It does not say 
that India will be a union of the federal government. The 
states of local bodies, unless Article 1st itself is 
amended, a third level of government as a constitutional 
entity, cannot be inducted. The constitution enacted bears 
evidence of continuing encroachment of the central 
government on states powers and the grodual centralisation 
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of authority through fightening of purse strings. The 
Induction of item 2(A) in list one of the seventh schedule, 
which permits the development of central forces in a state 
even without its consent. And last, but not least, through 
the 63rd contitution Amendment Bill it Panchayati Raj ends 
up with the union of states being converted into on unitory 
state, India would be dose to a single party dictatorship. 
^ ^ ^ AND 64th BIL, CRITICISM 
73. BUCH (M N/, Constitutional Implications. Indian Express. 
57, 268; 1989, July, 28;8. 
63rd and 64th constitutional Amendment Bills have 
been criticised as attempts by the federal government, to 
encroach upon the Jurisduction and the seventh schedule of 
the state. The constitution. Under Article 246 gives the 
legislative powers of the center states and the concusent 
powers enjoyed by both under Article 256. The center could 
issue directives to the state concerned to enforce a law in 
a particular manner thus cutting into the executive powers 
of the state. 
, CRITICISM 
74. JAIN (G P). Panchayati Raj Be Damned. Kurukshetra. 20,11; 
1989, October 16; 16-17. 
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Gives the resons why Panchayati Raj was not able to 
achieve its goals every since the frame work of Panchayati 
Raj was put on the ground, the district administration has 
been at its throat endeavouring to struggle it before its 
gains strength to challange the administration's supermacy 
and has largely succeeded in its objective. Panchayati Raj 
descended an uninitiated people who knew not what to expect 
from it and how to ground it when threatened by the 
administrator or the politicion or both. However, 
administrtion know that if Panchayati Raj flourished well 
then they will become handicapped. They employed two ^ tactics 
simultaneously. First they withdraw their cooperation on 
the specious plea that power and responsibility had shifted 
from them to the elected representatives and therefore they 
ought not to concern themselves with Panchayati Raj. Secndly 
they deliberately tied. Panchayati Raj whenever they could 
into knots. They left it to that section of the leaders who 
were less then honest in harrasing those who are honest. So 
it last- its prestige. 
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, DECENTRALISATION 
75. DATTA (Abhijit). Constitutional Status of local Government 
In INdia. Indian Journal of Public Adminisration. 38,2; 
1987, April-June; 309-315. 
Political opinion at the centre, as indicated by the 
Prime Minister's concern for elected Panchayati Raj 
Institutions seems to indicaterenewed interest in the 
grass-roots democracy in the country. An additional factor 
in this context is the need to balance the political power 
sharing in the federation. In order to contain the states to 
function with-in their proper spheres it may be necessary to 
strengthen local government which would counteract the 
increasing trends of centralisation in the working of the 
status. The demand for increased devolution if power on the 
part of the states could be conceded only when it is 
corresponded by similar devolution to the local government 
level. 
76. DECENTRALISED PLANNING: Problems and prospects. Economic 
Times. 16,226; 1989, November 13;5. 
The issue of decentralised planning and Panchayati 
Raj has suddenly come to the fore front. The proponents of 
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the recently defeated Bill sawin it the fulfillment of 
Gandhian dream of decentralised power and grass-root 
participation in our socio-economic programmes of 
development. The opponents of the bill, on the other hand, 
levelled the charge that it was on attempt to by pass the 
states and subvert the federal polity of the country with 
the announcement of Lok Sabha elections. 
77. GHOSH (Arun). Major step owards decentralisation. 
Hindustan Times. 66,144; 1989, May, 25;13. 
The proposals contained in the constitutions 64th 
Amendment Bill are important for the development of the 
India polity and a dispassionate analysis of the 
implications of the bill is called for. After 40 years of 
the working of the constitution. It is clear that there is 
need for constitutional provision for regular Panchayati 
Elections. Therefore needs to take a careful look at the 
entire structure of functions, powers and local level. 
Panchayats Raj system should not under any circumstances, 
become a device for the center to deal directly with local 
authorities by passing the duly elected state government. 
The passage of the bill should have a satutory effect on 
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both the government and opposition and leaders appear to 
have gradually distanced themselves from the people at the 
gressroot level. They all need to go back to the people and 
feel the pulse of the nation. Panchayati Raj is likely to 
change the politics of this country in ways we cannot 
envisage today. 
78. NIGAM (Manoj). Panchyati Raj system the Need of time Current 
Political and leqals prospectives. 11,7,1989, June-July; 
35-38. 
Peoples representation at grass-root level is part 
and pareel of the success of democracy. Decentralization of 
administration upto grass-root level is its first condition 
and this is possible only through the revival of moribund 
Panchayati Raj system.Late'Prime Minister Mr. Rajiv Gandhi 
emphasized the need of Panchayati Raj system and talked about 
giving them more powers. In this context such structure 
should be made from the village upward. Panchayati Raj 
Institution as a means of enlisting requisite public 
co-operation and support for programmes at grass-root 
development. 
I l l 
Z9. PANCHAYATI RAJ: Decentralisation Power. Current Topics. 
19,2; 1993, February;76. 
The 72nd Amendment Bill on Panchayats was piloted by 
Mr. G. Vinkataswumy, minister of state for Rural 
Development. The 7 3rd Amendment Bill relating to Nagar 
Polikas ws taken up by the urban Development Minister 
Mrs.Shiela Kaul. The Bill on Panchayats sought to provide 
constitutional guarantees for regular elections to 
Panchayati Raj Institutions, reservation for scheduled 
castes, scheduled Tribes and women, and devolution of 
financial and administrative powers. Th^ measure envisaged 
the gram sabha as the foundation of the Panchayati Raj 
system to perform functions and exercise power entrusted to 
it by the state legislature. 
80, SINGNVI G^ C). Democratic decentralization. Statesman. 129, 
9027; 1990, June, 9;6. 
Having identified the Principal ailments our Election 
system is afflicted with we have, with due circumspection, 
to think of ways and means of curing the ailments. To start 
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with, the subject, in Corporated in the lists of the 
constitution of India shall have to be reidentified and the 
list reformulated. The Zilla parisheds shall have to be 
brought into the Picture and charged with grass-root 
functions. We have to think of extending the system of 
democratic decentralization (Panchayati Raj) to all the 
cities and municipal twons. The municipalities of small 
towns could be equated with a commensurate numbers of 
village Panchayats. The muncipal bodies of big towns and 
small cities could be equated with a Panchayat Samiti. 
Bigger cities. Could have municipals and Zila Parishad each 
and the biggest of the cities like Calcutta Delhi, Bombay & 
Madras, could be converted into city states and their 
constituents could have Zila Parishads. 
81. VENKATARAMAN ^R). Making Panchayati Raj work: 
Decentralisation is the key. Mainstream. 33,38; 1995, 
August, 12; 5-6. 
The Panchayat system of governance, where in a small 
village was an independant political entity and acted as an 
administrative unit, is unique to India. The word 
"Panchayat" means governance by five persons. It finds 
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reference in the ancient scriptures, taking us back to vedic 
times, and continued for centuries to govern, guide and 
direct the daily lives of the people. Panchayats had 
judictal and magisterial powers too and made villages 
outonomous with full authorit^iover their jurisdiction. The 
Panchayat is best suited to the Indian social-norms in as 
much as Indian society believed in devolution of powers, 
decentralisation of the community, vilage and so on. 
, , CENTRAL GOVERNMENT ROLE 
82. MITRA (Ashok). Panchayat Reform Tightening the Centre's 
strangle hold. Time of India. 152, 124; 1989, May, 5,6. 
The reform of Panchayat! raj institutions, the Prime 
Minister says brooks no delay. They must be transformed into 
living embodiments of decentralised administration. Power 
must belong to the people, effective power and any 
crsatzversion of it by virtue of entry five in the state 
list of the constitutions. Seventh schedule and state have 
at present Jurisdiction over the Panchayati institutions, 
center to have a direct say in matter, concerning the 
panchayats. Since all recent evidence indicates that the 
finance commission cannot but toe the center line, the 
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constitutional amendment would enable New Delhi to have a 
strong hold on the distribution of fund to the Panchayat 
bodies and prime Minister alleges are being short-changed by 
the state governments. This cannot be Permitted any langer. 
The center will step into restore the immaculation of 
Mahatma Gandhi's dream. 
, , CRITICISM 
83. KRISHNASWAMY (K S). Panchayats the down is not yet. Economic 
and Political weekly. 28, 41; 1993, October 9; 2183-85. 
The reluctance of both the central and state 
governments to go any paying lip-service to Panchayats. has 
two seperate but related motivations. The first is obviously 
the human productivity to acquire and hold on to power 
profit and privilage. The second is the fear of direct 
accountability to the community as long as elected or 
non-elected functionaries are far removed from their 
electorate and are accountedable only to their elected and 
comfortable. Decentralisation threatens to change this 
partly by reducing the opportunity for individuals to 
concentrate in themselves much power and partly by making 
accountability to the people whom they are required to serve. 
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, , DEMOCRACY 
84. SHETHI (Pravin), Panchayati Raj May squeeze the states. 
Times of India. 152m 106; 1984, April, 17;6. 
The Prime Ministers has harped on the need for 
democratic centralisation through development of grassroot 
organisations. He has offered to give move official and 
administrative powers to Panchayati Raj bodies and a share 
in planning at and below the district levels. Constitution 
providing for executive and financial powers to Panchayati 
Raj bodies with past facto approval of the states, the Prime 
Ministers emphasised on empowering the weaker sections, the 
women and the youth and the formation of social Justice 
committees and increased representation in Panchayat bodies. 
The rural poor will have a desirable share in the power and 
resources so far corned by the OBCs and upper castes only. 
, , KARNATAKA 
85. SLATER (Richard) and WATSON (John). Democratic 
decentralization or Political consiolidation: The case of 
local government reform in Karnataka. Public Administration 
Development. 9,2; 1989; May; 147-152. 
In 1987 the Indian state of Karnataka implemented 
Panchayat reform legislation. The ideological orientation of 
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the Janata Governments reforms is considered local 
government in India increse the state's autonomy within the 
federation. The Karnataka reforms are expected to be 
significant in other states participation by marginalized 
groups may assist the Janata party in corporating them into 
its net work of Patronage. Local planning has been made 
effective. The legislation gives the Zila Parished central 
over the line departments of state government 
Administrative power is likely to experience increased local 
political direction. 
, , LOCAL BODIES, KERALA 
86. PANDYA (JN). Democratic Decentralization in an India State: 
Kerala. Indian Journal of Political Science. 52,3; 1991, 
July-September; 406-410 
The slogen "More Power to the local bodies should 
become reality. They should be entrusted with higher power 
and responsibilities. No government particularly, the 
government of a developing economy, can be truly democratic, 
if there is not a total involvement of the people in the 
administration of various department. A nation wedded to 
democracy and socialism needs essential unity and 
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cooperation among the rulers and the ruled. Though it is a 
little late, the bold step taken by the LDF government in 
the process of democratic decentralization will hield 
fruitful results in near future and it will be a mile stone 
not only in the history of decentralization of K^rla but for 
the entire nation itself. 
, , POWER 
87. GANGRADE (KD). Power to the Powerless-Drawn of Participatory 
democracy Kurukshetra. 41/9; 1993, June; 19-21. 
Evaluating the state Acts on Panchayati Raj 
Institutions, the author says, the efforts of most states 
are towards establishing officers' Raj in Place of people's 
Raj. The control over Panchayats by the state militates 
against the latter and spirit of decentralisation. 
Motivating the bureaicnatsto participate in the Panchayati 
Raj system is crucial. Reservations for MPs and MLAs in the 
various tiers of Panchayats have made a mockery of the 
system. In the process of development, people must "aperate" 
and the government must co-operate, he feels. 
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, , PROBLEMS 
88. JAIN (SP). Emerging phase of democratic decentralization in 
India: Some issues. Kurukshetra. 43,4; 1995, January 10-11. 
The author feels that the basic proposition to make 
the Panchayati Raj Institutions. Really as institutions of 
self-government has been sidelined. Psychological barriers 
are still to be cleared as far as acceptance of 
decentralisation is concerned, as only a few states, have 
constituted the Panchayati Raj Institutions on the basic of 
fresh elections. In most cases, elections have been 
pastponed on one pretext or the other. The attitude of the 
bureacracy is also not encouraging. The success of 
democratic decentralisation depends on the commitment of the 
political leadership, beauracracy and ultimately the people 
themselves, the observes. 
89. TUSSLE ON Panchayats; Times of India. 153, 163;1990, June, 
13,8. 
Mr. V.P. Singh's stirring call to advance the country 
from "Independence to freedom" through democratic 
decentralisation was reality ecloed by the Chief Minister at 
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the two days New Delhi meet. Despite all the trumpeting 
about Panchayati Raj is a watering down of the legislative 
specifically of the gram sabha. Mandatory elections and 
reserved scats for neglected sections are of course, 
unexceptional proposals. At stake in grass roots politics, 
however is the role of stte intervention which cannot be 
dispensed with so long as earnings assets and social 
advantages are unending distributed among the people. This 
is what needs to be sorted out before creating state finance 
commissions which on better suited for allocating resources 
among regions rather than from the state capital to the 
village. 
, EDUCATION, ADULTS 
90. PALIWAL (NK) . Panchayat and Adult Education. Kurukshetra. 
41,4; 1993, June, 16; 28. 
The village Panchayat is an agency for education in 
the rural areas as well as an agency to be educated. The aim 
should be not only to educate them but also to equip them in 
fulfilling their socio-political commitments. The futility 
of education in general has greatly dispirited the rural 
folk. Probably they think that they may not get any material 
gain out of attending adult education programmes. So "here 
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is need to motivate them towards adult education. The 
involvement of Panchayat members and officials at Block 
level will strengthen villger's faith in dult education 
programme. 
, , RURAL, WOMEN 
91. SUBHA KUMAR. Training: An aid to empower rural women 
leaders. Social Welfare. 41, 2;1994, May;27-29. 
Stressing the vital role of education and training in 
moulding effectives and dynamic rural women leaders, the 
author says that concerted and vigorous effects by both 
governmental and non-governmental for training political 
leadership at the grass-roots level is the need of the hour. 
Mere learning about the functioning of Panchayati Raj is not 
enough to empower women; they should be given a fair 
knowledge about the functioning of the political system s a 
whole and the interactions between the subsystems. The 
trainer has a challenging role of an educator and a catalyst 
in the process of empowering women. 
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, ELECTION, BENGAL 
92. BHATTACHARYA (Dipankar). New Challenges for Bengal left: 
Panchayat pall pointers. Economic and Political weekly. 
28,27-28; 1993, July, 3-10; 1491-1494. 
The partents of the fourth Panchayats Election in 
west Bangal merit close critical attention from both 
activists and academics. On the one hand, there are 
definite symptoms of a dangerous revival of right-wing 
politics. On the other are also growing propects of a new 
phase of radical activism of the rural poor on the other 
hand the possible source of tension is the changed caste 
and gender composition of the Panchayats. The fourth 
Panchayat pall has filled the third of Panchayats seals 
with SC/ST and women representatives. This surely marks a 
significant change in the pattern of base level rural 
representation though it is hardly likely to affect the 
composition of office- -bearers or the decision making 
process at any level. 
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, , BIHAR 
93. GUPTA (Tilok D) . Bihar: Party less polls to powerless 
Panchayats. Economic and Politicalweekly. 28,31; 1993, 
July, 31; 1567-68. 
As the things stand what there seems to be really 
on the cards in Bihar, are partyless Elections leading 
merely to Powerless Panchayats. For the moment the ground 
remit a moderate dose of grass root democracy even in the 
most narrow offical sense of the term. Nevertheless the 
Panchayat Elections whenever held promise to be 
bilaterally contested with violence that is simply because 
of the fact that through the Panchayati Raj has been 
unmitingated disaster, Mukhia Raj remains a tempting 
proposition for the aggressive and powerful dominant class 
caste combines with added Jawahar Rojgar Yojna, Charm of 
recent times. 
, PUNJAB 
94. DANG (Satyapal). Punjab Panchayati pall; Ominous Pastents. 
Main stream. 31,15; 1993, February 20; 27-29. 
Beant Singh the Chief Minister of Panjab is not 
wrong when he claims that the recently held Panchayat 
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Elections in Panjab were a big achievement of his 
government. They reflect a vast improvement in the Punjab 
situation and can surely help to bring about further 
improvement. These have seen no serious irregularities 
during the Elections except the usual ones is not at all 
correct infact if what has happened during these elections 
interm-taran district and some other parts of the state is 
not checked with a firm hard. The future of democracy in 
Punjab will be very black indeed. 
95. PANCHAYAT ELECTIONS: Punjab does it again. Civil Services 
Chronicle. 3,9; 1993, March; 74. 
In mid-January Punjab went to the Polls. Again this 
time it was the Panchayat polls, held after a gap of ten 
years. The electorate which had shown little interest in 
the Assembly elections how voted with purpose and 
determination. This dramatic change in the political 
climate of Punjab and the restoration of democracy at the 
grass root level has definitely been the result of a 
vastly improved law and order situation brought about by 
tough and no-nonsense approach of KPS Gil and his 
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political Master Chief Minister Benat Singh. The rampant 
disunity among the Akali factions longing for peace and 
Beant singhes astute leadership have all contributed in 
making a Congress' ' victory out of the 11,500 add 
Panchayati which went to the polls. 
96. PANCHAYATS POLL in Punjab. Competition Master. 38,8; 1993, 
March; 631. 
The Successful holding of Panchayat elections has 
helped revive the grass root democracy in Punjab. It has 
once again re-established people's power in the rural 
areas of Punjab which were virtually ruled by the gun for 
last ten years. The Punjab Chief Minister, Mr. Beant Singh 
described the Panchayat elections as a "referendum for 
peace" and added that the people had upheld it with a 
massive vote. He assured that the elections to Panchayat 
samitis and Zila Parishads would be held soon to complete 
the Panchayati Raj process. 
97. RUSTAM SINGH and SHARMA (Anil). Panchayat Elections; A 
Turning point. Economic and Political weekly, 28,6; 1993, 
February 208-9. 
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The heavy voter turn-out in the recent Panchayat 
Election in Punjab could signify a break in the hithero 
widely prevalent sense of alienation among the rural 
population of the state the political implications of this 
could be far-reaching there are two more points which 
these Elections have brought to the view. One is that if 
an atmosphere of relatively stable peace can be made to 
prevail, the ideological and political influence of the 
militants may gradually wane which in turn may force the 
latter to resent to normal political parties. From this 
view point there election mark a furning point for the 
political strategy of the Punjab militancy. 
, ELECTRICITY, DISTRIBUTION 
98. SAH (A K). Distributing Electricity through Panchayats. 
Financial Express. 15,127; 1989, July, 3;9. 
The PanchayatiRaj system in India would provide the 
necessary field level infrastructure for similar 
development of not only mini and micro hydel stations but 
also of non-conventional Energy sources for their local 
use and distribution system at the village level. The 
responsibility of village Panchayat and Decentralisation 
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of Electricity distribution in rural areas-through 
Panchayats will evidently be a step in the right direction 
which will helpl in utilising local talents Expertise and 
natural resources for their own benefit. 
, ENACTMENT, PROBLEMS 
99. IYER (VR Krishna). Pnchayati Perestroika. Economic and 
Political weekly. 23,37; 1989, September 9,-2051-53. 
The Lackof the required majority in the Rajya Sabha 
has forced the Prime Minister to stage a strategic 
re-treat until the next session of Parliament in October, 
this interval may be the time for a discussion of the much 
bruited Panchyat and Nagar Palika Bills which are of the 
common genetic code structural mould and political goal. 
Is it not injustice to weaken the extant state autonomy 
and directly reach down to grass roots cliented to gain 
political mileage and stempt the rural proletariat with 
slogans like power to the people and paradise for the 
unemployed. 
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, FEDERAL STRUCTURE, THREE-TIER VILLAGE,DEVELOPMENT, 
MADRAS ~ 
100. RAJARAM (K) . Panchayti Raj in Madras States. Kurukshetra 
14,1; 1988, October, 2; 49-50. 
The Panchayati Administration is based on a federal 
structure with a three-tier system viz. The panchayat 
entrusted with development and reconstruction work in the 
village. Secondly the Panchayats, union council which is a 
Cooperative, federation. Thirdly the districtOevelopment 
council at the District level-which will link up with the 
district administration under the guidance of the 
collector. The Madras panchayat act 1958 enables 
Panchayats and Panchayat unions to Participate in the 
planned development of the country ir their own right as 
local self governing institutions. Lock of Communication 
betv^ een the three tiers is the reason for tinsatisfactory 
performance. 
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, FINANCE, LOCAL DEVELOPMENT 
101. MUKHERJEE (Neela). Resource sustainability: Development 
goals and Panchayati Raj Institutions. Kurukshetra. 41,7; 
1996, April, 25-27. 
The issue of finance is integrally Connected not 
only withfe .reasonable level of development activities at 
the local level, but also for sustenance of such 
activities for maintaining the levels of development 
sustained levels of fund reduces uncertainty and lead to 
strengthening of community-based action plans. One major 
neay for Panchayati Raj Institution this regard is 
obviously strengthening of Internal resource position. 
There are Perhaps no better subsitutes for raising of 
resources by internal means in a sustainable manner. The 
merits of such a funding method is yet to be recognized 
as one big step towards sustainable local development. 
102. MUKHOPADHYAH (ASHOK KUMAR). Panchayat Finance: A Probe. 
Southern Economic. 32,12; 1993, October 15; 21-22. 
Panchayati Raj Institutions can play a genuine 
role in local development only if they enjoy some degree 
of fiscal autonomy. This would require something more 
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than united funds. In an era of economic liberalization, 
more and more emphasis should be placed on involving 
non-governmental and private organization in undertaking 
specific local functions through contracting out or even 
diversting local government responsibilities in specific 
areas. Citizens must be directly involved in the 
provision of Community services. Panchayats must get ride 
of their fixation to be happy about 'agency' functions on 
behalf of the state and union governments. Panchayats 
should assume their genuine role as self-governments and 
as the third tier of governmental system. The principle 
of genuine decentralization should envelop all layers of 
governance. 
^ , PROBLEMS 
103. ABRAHAM (Jaseph). Framework for Financial Resource 
planning of Panchayats and local Bodies. Yojana. 40,2; 
1996, February 23-24, 42. 
The Panchayat and local level has become a 
reality. These elected governments and local bodies 
require a sound financial resource-base to become really 
functional and effective to carry out their development 
plans, projects and programmes. In this context, it is 
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pertinent to analyse, the suitable process of financial 
planning for local bodies. The Panchayats own resources 
and the resource support from the state government and 
the framework gives for the financial resource planning 
of Panchayats in this paper could be extended to local 
bodies as well without any significant modification in 
the basic framework. 
__„_^ , RESOURCE, DEVELOPMENT 
104. BOHRA (OP). Financial asignments to Panchayati Raj 
institutions. Kurukshetra. 41,7; 1996, April; 21-23. 
For financing the Panchayati Raj institutions, the 
three Important sources, viz tax assignment, sharing of 
taxes and grants-in-aid play a vital rate. Keeping fiscal 
autonomy in view, the Panchayati Raj Institutions. The 
state taxes having local base of caution need to be 
shared with the Panchayati Raj Institutions. Some 
appropriate distribution criteria should be evolved by 
the state finance commissions for distribution of 
grants-in-aid from state to the various levels of 
Panchayati Raj Institutions. 
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105. BURNEY (SMH). Panchayati Raj and Resource Mobilisation. 
Kuruksheta. 20,11,-1989, June, 16;35-36. 
With the increasing responsibilities and functions 
r 
devalued upon the Panchayati Raj institutions it is 
essential that adequate resources should be made 
aviailable to them. Therefore, commensurate resources are 
provided to perform all the functions and discharge all 
the responsibilities entrusted to them. Besides, in order 
that these institutions become self-governing and 
Siutonomous in practice as in theory, devolution of 
adequate resources becomes imperative. The structure of 
Panchayati Raj institution will have to be made more 
efficient and utilised to mobilise local resources for 
implementing local projects and maintaining the assets 
created. 
106. DATTA (Abhijit). Strengthening Own Revenues of the 
Panchayats. Kurukshetra. 41,7; 1996, April; 8-10. 
The main trust of the paper is to indicate the 
future directions for restructuring the Panchayats to 
perform their role as 'institutions of self-government by 
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strengthening their own revenue capacity and utilization 
consistent with the requirements of fiscal autonomy and 
local accountability. A review ofstate local fiscal 
relations in legislative, administrative, and political 
terms. The 73th constitutional Amendment is the begining 
for such changes in future, future constitutional and 
legislative reform would be required to empower the 
Panchayat to evolve as autonomous institutions of 
self-government structural reform to this end is a 
necessary starting point for corresponding attitudinal 
changes on the part of the state holders of the new 
Panchayats. The reform measures need to be consistent 
with the twin national objectives of political 
decentralisation and economic liberalization. Measures of 
strengthen revenue mobilization by the Panchayatar is only 
a part of such system-reform. 
107. MAHIPAL. Financial resources of Panchayats: tasks ahead. 
Kurukshetra. 41,7; 1996,April; 40-42,58. 
Panchayats have been in the quagmire of financial 
problems ever since their establishment. Several efforts 
have been made to solve their problems but not much 
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improvement in their economic condition could brought 
about. They have always been begging before the center 
and the state, on the part of Panchayats, though they 
were empowered to raise own resources but they could not 
use the powers for their development due to one reason 
or the other. The constitutional 73th Amendment Act has 
given a new life to the Panchayats. The remedy of the 
financial of the panchayats back up with adequate 
resources, compulsoriness of taxes, cultailment ©f the 
size of the centrally sponsored schemes, remodelling of 
Panchayats demographically and incalcution of the federal 
culture of the Indian polity. 
108. OOMMEN (MA). Panchayati Raj System: issues in resource 
mobilisation and resource transfers. Kurukshetra. 41,7; 
1996, April, 11-12,52. 
Resource mobilization and intergovernmental 
resource transfers are two sides of the same coin. It is 
not the number of assigned ta'xes or non-tax sources that 
matter, but their most effective and rational use. of 
spent, you pay dictum does not ensure fiscal discipline 
nor does it form the right basis of any rational resource 
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transfer. There is considerable appeal in working towards 
a fiscal equalistion principle as it is the best way to 
ensure inter Panchayat equity. It will be the task of 
every state Finance commissions (SFC) to evolve on 
appropriate rule-based transfer mechanism that will 
benefit the backward Panchayats and at the same time 
ensuring atleast an average effort.A well designed 
intergovernmental transfer mechanism is a sine quanan for 
providing bsic services, interregional fiscal equity and 
for efficient allocation of resources. 
109. SARADA (A). Finances of Panchayati Ra^ Institutions. 
Southern Economic. 30,12; 1993, October 15; 28-31. 
Since the 73th Amendment Act, the time has come to 
strengthen the resource base of the Panchayati Raj 
Institutions and it is also important to given them more 
fiscal autonomy. This will allow them not to depend on 
grants from the higher tiers of government. The revision 
of tax structure, and the determination of the taxes, 
duties, tolls and fees which may be assigned to or 
appropriated by the Panchayati are the immediate 
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requirements. The State Financial Community are expected 
to evaluate scheme of the transfer of financial resources 
from state to the Panchayati Raj Institutions, as to 
ensure financial equilibrium at the different levels of 
government. 
110. SUSHMA SINGH. Initiatives for strengthening Panchayati 
Raj Institutions. Kurukshetra. 43,7; 1995, April 80-82. 
Command over resources, powrs and authority along 
with administrative measures will strengthen the 
Panchayati Raj Institutions and make them responsive to 
the needs of the people, says the author. Without 
resources it is not possible to make grass roots 
democracy work. Raising and Management of own resources 
will go a long way in reinforcing the concept of local 
self government. Stressing the importance of training in 
making the Panchayati Raj Institutions a success, the 
author says it is to be seen as a facilitator in the 
process of empowerment the focus on gram sabha has to be 
sharpened to make it functional and participative. 
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, FOREST, UTTAR PRADESH, HILLS 
111. BALLABH (Vishwa). Van Panchayats. Seminar. 406; 1993, 
June; 33-34. 
The first government approved van Panchayat was 
formed in Uttar Pradesh (UP) hills in 1931. They occupy 
approximately 15% of the total forest land. Van 
Panchayats came into existence due to the belief of some 
foresters that without the active cooperation of people 
it will be almost impossible to preserve the forests. At 
the district level, the District Magistrate IDM) is in 
over all charge of all van panchayats in the District 
van Panchayats are supposed to protect and develop the 
forests, distribute forest produce in an equitable manner 
and prevent encroachment on forest land. Over all, the 
van panchayats have done a remarkably goodjob of 
protecting and managing forest. To make them more 
effective their powers should be increased.cW 
, GRAM PANCHAYAT 
112. INDERJIT. Panchayati Raj: A grassroot view. Economic 
Times. 14,68; 1989. June, 27;5. 
Emphasis the realities of Panchayti Raj at 
grassroot level. In earlier years the Panchayat members 
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were five acceptable villagers. They kept the village 
united and happy. Now they are elected and the votes are 
casted on the basis of jaati or caste resulting in the 
division of villages on the cast ground. If there are 
reserved seats then two more factions come into 
existence, i.e. SC/ST and women. Now adays the condidates 
are backed by National parties like congress, BJP etc. So 
the effect on the united villagers is that they are 
devided. The need of the hour is to have honest 
politicians. 
113. PANDORA'S BOX. Economic Times. 16,98; 1989, July, 7;5. 
The 64th and 65th constitution Amendment Bills 
which seek to create a third tier of government at the 
local levels is only natural is an election year. The 
basic structure of the constitution which, even, while 
saying that the state shall take steps to organise village 
Panchayats and endow them with such powers and authority 
as necessary to enable them to function as unit to 
self-government (Article-40), places these institution of 
self-government firmly with in the states Jurisdiction. 
Secondly effective administrative power in the states 
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will shift to the village Panchayat and the municipal 
corporation level. Thirdly there will be a corresponding 
increase in the Powers of the central government which will 
control the flow of money to the third-tier. 
114. ROY (Bunker). Romantic view of rural leadership. Indian 
Express. 57, 257; 1989, July 17;6. 
One fact clearly emerges from this PanchayatBill 
that the people who gave it shape and content have no due 
of rural realities. The constitutionalAmendments need to 
contain elements that make<. the gram Panchayat a better forum 
and a more responsive forum to the needs of the poor. A 
more balanced and mature institution that brings in clean, 
decent and practical leaders from among scheduled caste and 
scheduled tribes from among women and youth and Backward 
classes on institutional is accountable to the community, 
not to the government. 
, , ELECTION, M.P. 
115. POLITICS OF Panchayats. Indian Express. 58,306; 1990, 
October 26;8. 
Madhya Pradesh decision to hold Elections to village 
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Panchayats in six weeks time is a useful reminder that the 
real impetus towards grassroot democracy and 
decentralisation comes from self-interest- Pressure from 
the top by way of constitutional Amendments and 
re-direction of five-year plans is not half as effective 
specifically it is they who stood to benefit most from a 
clasure in the National fronts 74th constitution Amendment 
Bill on Pachayats and nagarpalikas which provides for 
reservation in these bodies for the back ward class of 
citizen's. It the clause stays when Bill'spassed it will be 
used in state legislation to entrench Mandal style 
divisions in the villages. Reservations for women and for 
SC and ST in Panchayats can be justified on grounds of 
combating conservativeness and prejudice but extendining 
them to the backward class open the door to mark caste 
warfare. 
, , , PRADHAN 
116. GANGRADE (KD). Grassroots democracy and Development: A 
study of Panchayati Rak. Gandhi Marg. 11,3; 1989, 
October-December; 261-270. 
The village Pradhan is elected directly by the whole 
village. He is also a concurrent member of the Panchayat 
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sa; iti. This puts him in an outstanding position much above 
the other members. This perhaps comes in the way of 
collective responsibility of the community. Pradhan is the 
execute of prefects as well as the money finder. Education 
has created a new awakening and the youth are finding their 
place in the Panchayat. This has been amply proved by the 
election of two young members as Pradhans of the village 
Panchayat. The existence of functions, the persistence of 
Kinship loyalities, the absence of the village-wise 
leadership and the limited identificatioin with larger 
group, present serious hurdles. In the way of development 
programmes. 
, '-, FAMILY WELFARE PROGRAMMES 
117. ADITYASEN. Population explasion and Panchayati Raj. 
Kurukshetra. 43,4; 1995 January, 45-48. 
In India reproductive health and quality health care 
are now the new priorities in family welfare. If gram 
panchayats are empowered at least to monitor the health 
care system at the primary level they will enhance the 
credibility of family welfare programmes and will 
ultimately ensure a qualitative improvement of life. It is 
necessary to provide security in terms of economic 
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independence. Through employment, information, awareness 
and educations as these have a direct bearing on the 
behavioural pattern of women generating self confidence in 
them. It is gradually being realised that it is Important 
to create a social climate which can motivate women to 
limit the size of the family and the spacing of children. 
The draft population Policy recommends that the Panchayati 
Raj and Nagarpalika. Institutions should be treated as a 
viable tool for the grassroot level. It wants these 
institutions to prepare a socio-demographic character for 
the respective village, town or city. The charter will pay 
special attention to strike a blance among population, land 
and water resources. It will also indicate the steps which 
the local community will have to take for curbing social 
evils like dowry, child marriage, female foeticide, 
infanticide and illiteracy. 
, , KARNATAKA 
118. NARAYANA (KS). Karnataka Gram Panchayats one yer in office: 
Experiences from the field. Kurukshetra. 43,7; 1995, April; 
73, 76. 
Gram Panchayat functionaries in Karnataka feel that 
the centre and the state should strive to strengthen the 
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Panchayati Raj Institutions, both financially and 
politically through genuine transfer of power and funds. A 
series of interviews the author had with the gram 
Panchayati functionaries on completion of the first year in 
office have thrown up very useful suggestions to over come 
the impediments faced by them. They are of the view that 
elections should be held to all the tiers simultaneously 
and Panchayati Raj Institutions and agents of rural 
transformation. By invigerating Panchayati Raj Institutions 
as viable institutions, the social evils in rural India can 
be effectively tackled. 
, PANCHAYAT, ORISSA 
119. NARAYAN HAZARY. Village Government, Administration and 
Development of Orissa. Indian Journal of Public 
Administration. 33,2; 1987, April-June; 318-320. 
After Independence, Panchayats were constituted as 
units of self-government and development. A cluster of 
villages formed the Panchayat. To approach the goal of 
rural economic development through the agency of the 
existing village Panchayats is exercise infrastruction. The 
present Panchayat of cluster villages in Orissa is alien to 
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the historical conciousness of the rural community. It is 
artifically contrived from time immemorial. Village was the 
scat of Panchayat. Villagers, for whom the villages is 
their world, find it impossible to identify crisis. It is 
obviously impossible for Orissa villagers to govern 
themselves in basic units of about 15 to 16 villages. 
120. PANCHAYATI RAJ in Orissa. Kurukshetra. 20; 13; 1989, August 
16; 29-30. 
Studies revealed that there is a wide gap between the 
precepts and practices of Panchayati Raj. It has 
been noticed in Orissa. For paucity of resources, d<?lay in 
technical sections and people's tardy participation. Gram 
Panchayats in the state neither perform their activities 
well nor contribute effectively to the developmental 
programmes. The study indicates that Panchayat societies do 
not receive sufficient guidance from higher bodies.It has 
not been able to promote common consciousness among the 
people of constituent gram Panchayats. Control at the top is 
too loose to knit the non-officials and officials into a 
homogenous whole. 
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, , SDTRUCTURE 
121. MAJID (A), New structure for village Panchayats. Times of 
India. 153, 139; 1990, May, 22;8. 
Panchayati Raj has kept changing in the Gandhiji 
visualised panchayat, as village republics, recalling Ram 
Rajya. Nehru looked at times a means to strengthen democracy 
and as instruments for achieving growth with social justice. 
Since then the National scene has entirely changed. The 
Indian economy has registered robust growth. This however 
has happened without much social justice with the upper 
echelons of society adopting a callous and self. Seeking 
attitude a foundation has been laid for violence in society. 
There are eruptions on the slightest pretext of religion, 
ethnnicity or caste. 
, , WOMEN, BRAHMAN GARH, MAHARASTRA 
122. ALL WOMEN Panchayati: A step towards Real Empowerment. Eye. 
3,4; 1995; 29. 
The Brahmangarh Panchayat in Ma'harashtra is an all 
women Panchayat. The elected women member have assumed power 
because most of the men in the area have migrated to Bombay. 
It is also interchatdto note that the villagers are happy, to 
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have a performing all owmen Panchayats. The all women 
Panchayats by an large have ' • proved the prevalent that 
women are always proxy condidates and are not capable of 
taking any independent decision. 
^ , WOMEN, VINTER, MAHARASHTRA 
123. OMVEDT (Gail). Women Zilla Parishads and Panchayati Raj. 
Economic and Political weekly, 25,31; 1990, August, 8; 1987. 
Vitner a rempte village in Maharashtra's Jalgaon 
district, rated a women's panel in the gram panchayat 
elections and chose a woman as Sarpanch. Vitner's peasonats 
went even beyond womens political power and took up the 
problems of women's economic rights, one hundred twenty 
seven families actually turned. Over legal property . 
,-GRAM SABHA 
124. JAIN (GP). Power through gram Sabhas. Hindustan Times. 64, 
187; 1989, July, 7;11. 
Mr Rajiv Gandhi^ s Compaign for develotion of power 
stops at the Panchayati level, the grassroot level- that of 
gram Sabha, from whom on the contoan by giving the gram 
sabha an advisory states for raany"" years to come it has 
relegated the gram sabha to an inferior position visa vis. 
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The Panchayat leveaving the field open for a few influential 
member of the Panchayat or. the most the majority in it to 
have the r m of things of the village this of earnestly 
feel, will keep more people oway from the gram sabha and 
will lead the gram sabha and wither away in course of time 
village officals. 
, ^ LEADERSHIP, RURAL 
125. ROY (Bunker). Panchayat Bill: A Romantic view of village 
leadership Mainstream. 27, 34; 1989, September, 23; 4-6. 
One fact clearly emerges from this Panchayat Bill: 
that the people who gave it shape and content have no due of 
rural realities. An amendment of the consitution if it 
ensures Gram Panchayat elections regularly this is to ensure 
that the Palentical for leader ship is not stifted at the 
village level. It will raise hopes and galvanise, the group 
to participate in the election process because this gap 
could provide on opportunity for SC/ST and (OBCs) to stand 
for election and win with out opposition. There is no need 
for government to crawl on their knee's to make them and 
keep happy by conceding to all their demands. It is the 
governments responsibility to look after the welfare and 
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forcical Bill is hardly the way and confidence will not be 
generated simply by introducing the Bill. 
, HUMAN, RESOURCES, DEVELOPMENT 
126. MAHIPAL. Role of Panchayts in Human Resources Development. 
Mainstream. 33, 51 1995, November 11; 9-10, 34. 
Article 243 of the contitution envisages that the 
state legislatures may endow the Panchayats with such powers 
and authorities as may be necessary to enable them to 
function as an Institution of self Government, (ISG) This is 
the whole scheme of devolution of powers and 
responsibilities to the grassroots. It means Panchayats 
should have freedom of operation in their areas they shold 
also have functional and financial autonomy. But a study of 
the human development functions assigned at different levels 
of Pcinchayats reveals that a clear-cut demarcation of 
functions and provisions of sufficient financial resources 
have not been carried out by the states. 
, IMPLEMENTATION, PROBLEM 
127. GALLIARA (Meena. A). Panchayati Raj: issues and challenges 
ahead. Yojna. 39, 13;1995, November; 31-32. 
Reviewing the progress in the implementation of the 
73rd i?^endment Act, the auther warns that the process of 
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decentralisation would stagnate if local bodies depend upon 
the state. A healthy respect for the process amongest the 
political leders and the burcaugrates is of paramount 
importance. The relationships between the local politicans 
and the bureaucrat should be effective and efficient. The 
task before the country is toput back Panchayati Raj on the 
track is a Herculean one. 
, ^ , CRITICISM 
128. AMITA SINGH. Panchayats-the new regime. Kurukshetra. 43; 7, 
1995, April; 20-22, 84. 
Commenting on the reluctance of the state governments 
in initiating the spirit of the 73rd Amendment Act, the 
auther laments that the constitutional backing has become a 
hallow device of democratic decentralisation. The retention 
of bureaucratic control over Panchayati Raj Institutions has 
belied the hopes of the enthusiasts. The increased influence 
of MPs and MLAs over Panchayati Raj Institutions would 
adversely affect their autonomy making them vulnerable to 
the influence of urban elities. Calling for greater people's 
participation, the author observes that what is needed is 
the strengthening of Participative democracy rather than 
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representative democracy. The states should ensure a greater 
voice to the people who really matter in resource decisions. 
, PROBLEMS, IMPLIMENTATION, PUNJAB 
129. PANCHAYATIRAJ in Punjab. Competition Master. 34,10; 1993, 
May; 699. 
Panchayati Raj system in Punjab and its working has 
been under constant review by various commissions Committees 
appointed by the state government from time to time. Their 
reports indicate that panchayati Raj in Punjab has not been 
an unqualified success. These bodies have not been able to 
dis charge their responsibilities well because of the 
paucity of adequate finance and well organised 
administrative machinery. They have in tensified 
factionalism and groupism in the village community and there 
is generally a lack of co-ordination between the village 
Panchayats, panchayat samitis and zila-parishads. 
, IMPLEMENTATION, PROBLEMS, WEST BENGAL 
130. SAMANTA (RK). Political Economy of Panchayats in West Bengal 
Social Change. 20,1; 1990, March; 39-41. 
Peoples action and participation in their own 
development plan and work are the major dimension and break 
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through in Panchayati Raj, West Bengal since the last 12 
years from 1977-1989. But in recent times various questions 
and doubts have emerged in the minds of peoples such as 
whether Panchayat system and or power to people have made 
corrupt and arrogant; whether rural development programmes 
in villages are effectively implemented through them and 
are^ these leaders doing their jobs as desired. Keeping 
these in view, the present paper pcposes to analyse the 
effectiveness and contribution of Panchayati Raj in West 
Bengal for rural development. 
131. DATTA Prabhat Village self-government in Post-colonial 
India. Link. 36,47; 1994, July, 3; 18-20. 
Tracing the development of the local self government 
system in the country, the author says a vibrant system of 
Panchayati Raj cannot be ensured simply by giving it 
constitutional sanction- Effecting changes in the objective 
conditions in rural India through effective land reforms to 
the key to its success. Elections at regular intervals and 
financial viability would ensure its smooth functioning. 
Deprecating the reluctance of the states to part with powers 
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the awther laments that the Panchayati Raj Institution Acts 
of some of the states have paved the way for bureaucratic 
centralisation rather than democratic decentralisation. It 
is the Political will of the state government which 
determines the future of village self-government in India.he 
concludes. 
132. PROS AND CONS of Panchayati Raj. Competition Master. 34,10; 
1993, May; 718. 
Panchayati Raj helps to increase the income of the 
rural people and thus raise their standard of living. 
Besides, the villagers get an opportunity to plan and 
administer their own affairs thereby developing a sense of 
community feeling self— reliance and initiative among the 
people - Panchayat Raj bodies, at various levels, work as 
primary training institutions of democracy. Panchayats 
provide the weaker section of the community and opportunity 
to Participate in the management of rural affair. With the 
introduction of Pnchayati Raj a new democratic structure was 
devised not only to boost the community development 
programme but also help accelerate the process of political 
development. 
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133. SUBRAHMANYAM (K). Few pitfalls can be avoided. Hindustan 
times. 66, 138, 1989, May, 8,13. 
Panchayati Raj system now proposed through a 
constitutional amendment Bill is not different from the 
Panchayati Raj system introduced by Balwant Raj committee 
recommendations in the late fiftes. The bill does not 
address itself to the primary problems Panchayat Raj 
institutions will create some lakhs of newly elected 
representatives, all over India with varying powers to take 
decisions on developmental programmes. It also administer 
primary education, health and also c\lrucial success. One 
should welcome the Panchayati Raj act. The Panchayati Raj 
system is basi'ed on Indian politics invalues relationships 
betweejn state in the country. 
, , MAHARASHTRA 
134. KUMAR KETKAR. Maharashtra's Concern over Rajiv style: The 
medium is Panchayati Raj. Economic Times. 16,76; 1989, June, 
15;5. 
The introduction of the new Panchayati Raj system in 
maharashtra will not substantially, accept the over all 
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control of the centre. The Panchayati Raj institutions have 
played an important role in tackling severe drought and 
scarcity conditions. The state is chronically drought prone. 
Be they drought e'radication programmes or transfer of farm 
technology to small and middle peasantry, the medium is 
Panchayati Raj institutions. A final point must be made 
however, the Panchayati Raj Institutions had become 
groove-struck - There was a system of power brokers in 
operation and the domination of upper class and caste had 
been there directly or indirectly. Generally, it is believed 
that the new Panchayati Raj system will give a new life of 
Economic and political life of the villages. 
, , RURAL DEVELOPMENT 
135. PANCHAYATS: Pica for more Power and Resources. Kurkshetra. 
20,12; 1989, June, 16;7. 
The report for 1967-68 of the Department of community 
Development says that with most of the country covered by 
Panchayati Raj the emphasis now is an consolidation of these 
institutions and bringing into sharper focus their role in 
the rural development efforts. Panchayati Raj is now 
accepted as the institutional frame-work for the 
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administration of rural development, there i? therefore, 
need to strengthen it with the maximum delegation of power 
and responsibilities. They must also be given adequate 
financial resources. 
, INSTITUTION, 
136. GADKARI (JP). Panchayati Raj Institutions in a Shambles. 
Link. 31.31; 1989. March, 12; 28-29. 
The Karnataka government itself would conven<ie such a 
conference in Bangalore and invite Participants from Andhra 
Pradesh, Tamila Nadu and Kerala, besides Karnataka. He also 
made it dear, that it the centre wanted to participate in 
such a conference, it will have to be satisfied with only 
the participation of some observers" A centrally sponsored 
Panchayati Raj conference in Karnataka would amount to 
interference by the center in its affairs. Rajiv Gandhi's 
decision to strengthen new Panchayati Raj system was infact 
devised and implemented by the Janata rules in Karnataka to 
counter the grassroot level in a Bammai government improves 
the canditions of these Panchayati Raj institution and makes 
them really effective. 
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137. PANDEY (GD). Panchayati Raj: At the Cross Road. Social 
Welfare. 39,4-5, 1992, July-August; 35-36. 
Panchayati Raj is passing through a critical 
situation. In spite of Government aid and constitutional 
provision they are at the Crass roads. It they fail to prove 
their utility, they can neither represent the true wishes to 
the rural people nor can there be grass-roots democracy. 
This poses a serious threat to our democratic traditions. 
Today it is our duty to infuse energy and life into these 
rural institutions so that they may be responsive dynamics 
social propulsion and translate the dream of swaraj and Gram 
Raj into reality. 
138. UMAJOSHI. Panchayati Raj institutions: Grey areas 
galore-need for time bound tackling. Kurukshetra. 43,7; 
1995, April; 24-25. 
While describing the 73rd Amendment Act a watershed 
in decentralised decision-making it is warned thet if 
Panchayati Raj Institutions are to be starved of the 
statutory powers and autonomy, the measure may ultimately 
prove to be a futile exercise. The grey areas should be 
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removed to ensure democratic decentralisation in its true 
sense, in view of the atmosphere of liberalisation, the 
decentralisation process with long term strategies for 
development needs to be integrated much more effectively. 
^ , DEMOCRACY 
139. SETHI (JD). Panchayati: Democracy or Dictatorship. 
Mainstream. 27,42; 1989, July, 15; 15-19. 
The auther assests the Importance understanding the 
concept of Panchayati Raj. Gandhiji was infavour of the 
Panchayats as an important pay of the constitution but the 
rural people for forty years cannot at once praise Nehru who 
dumped the Panchayati Raj and also claim to be the new 
messiah of the people. Indian political power system is 
highly concentrated and it needs a complete restructuring to 
_words a new balance. At all levels of the Government 
concentration of power at the other two levels has already 
gone too far and most dangerously has got accumulated in the 
prime Ministerial set up, often called Prime Ministerial 
dictatorship. A shift of power from the cabinet. The 
parliament and the state to the Prime Ministerial at up is 
so enormous that ithas produced the grestest paradox of our 
times. India is one of the most powerful states in Paralyise 
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so the power at two proposed levels one of the top and other 
at the botton it would create new power vacuum which will 
have the inherent authori' ' tarianism. 
^ IDEOLOGY, GANDHI 
140. GANDHI'S VISION of Panchayati Raj. Yojana. 39,13; 1995, 
November; 4,9. 
Gandhiji formulated the policy of decentralisation of 
power through self government units or gram swaraj as he 
called it, for the development of each individual. He always 
insisted that the future development of the country be 
centred around the villages as the majority of the people of 
India live in villages. Gandhi3i dreamt of an ideal village 
where all the villagers are provided with minimum 
necessities of life such as food, drinking water, clothing, 
housing, formal eduction, health, improved sanitation etc. 
He left that in order to raise them morally, economically 
and spriritually, it was essential to infuse in them a 
spirit of self respect and self-reliance in their struggle 
against the expoloiters. 
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, , , RAJIV GANDHI 
141. RAMESHWARTHAKUR. RajivGandhi and Panchayati Raj. 
Kurukshetra. 41,9; 1993 June, 9-10, 12. 
Our rich heritage had seen experiments of people's 
republic one of the first any where in the world. The leaders 
during the freedom struggle were fully conscious of the 
participation of the people in the administration in the 
development irdependent India. Gandhi said that real Swaraj 
would come not by the acquisition of authority by a few but 
by the acquisition of the capacity by all. Rajiv Gandhi 
decided to have a direct dialogue with functionaries at the 
district level on Responsive Administration. He personally 
attended the conferences and heard their views and also 
questioned them closely. 
He realised that a 
responsive administration has to be a respectative 
administration, an administration which is responsive to the 
people. Rajiv Gandhi realised that this capacity can only be 
provided by strengthening peoples institutions and by 
providing "Power to the People". 
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, LEGACY 
142. PRASHAD (Bimal). Implementing Jaya Prakash Narayan's legacy. 
Hindustan Times. 66,145; 1989, May, 26;11. 
The Prime Minister's move to accord a place in our 
constitution to Panchayati Raj institution deserves to be 
commended by all those who are interelsted in the health of 
these institutions and realise their importance in both 
strengthening our democratic apolitical system and 
facilitating our quest for a just social order through 
democratic and non-violent means. By doing so the Prime 
Minister ha^ followed the teachings of the Father of the 
nation, who had incessantly emphasised the importance of 
democracy at the grass root level. J.P.N, who had been 
devoting himself to strengthening democracy at the grass 
root level. Through setup a Panchayati Raj Commission in 
every state under the chairmanship of a non-official person 
J.P. also insisted that the political parties should 
volunturity agree not to put up condidates for elections to 
the different tiers of the Panchayati Raj institutions. The 
64th Amendment Bill shows the maturity of Indian democracy 
and augurs well for the future to Panchayati Raj in our 
country. 
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, , LOCAL BODIES 
143. POWER TO THE People. Financial Express. 15,111; 1990, June; 
14;5. 
Itis evident that the centre has beaten retreat on a 
number of proposals concerning Panchayati Raj institutions, 
and local bodies. At a two day conference of the state Chief 
Ministers in the capital which concluded on 12 June 1990 a 
consensus was reached on " •> strengthening the Gram Sabha, 
but there were Sharp differences on the ways to go about the 
task of making Panchayati Raj a reality. This ensured that 
the constitutional Amendment bill to provide statutory 
powers to Panchayati Raj institutions and local bodies would 
not come up before parliament as quickly as one had 
expected. Generally the point could be made that, the 
Amendments, to the constitution should be made on the basis 
of wide consultations. 
, , , GRAM SABHA 
144. POWER TO THE Gram Sabha. Financial Express. 15, 140; 1989 
July, 15;5. 
At a two day conference of State Chief Ministers in 
the captials which concluded on a consensus emerged on 
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strengthening the gram Sabha. The recent deliberations in 
New Delhi might suggest that the Chief Ministers were trying 
their best to exploit. The Prime Ministers Commitment to 
prior consultations to facilitate a situation where the 
state governments would control the Panchayati Raj 
institutions and local bodies. In this context we must 
recall what Pandit Nehru had said on 1st August 1963 at a 
conference of Ministers of community Development that we 
must give power to the people and it must become a reality, 
not a, m^ r^e dream. 
, ^ PLANNING, FINANCE 
145. DUBEY (AK) and MITRA (Sanjay). Planning and finance for 
Panchayati Raj institutions. Mainstream. 33, 38, 1995, 
August 12; 33-36. 
Underlining the need for financial independence for 
making Panchayati Raj Institutions effective tools of 
grass-roots democracy that many aspects of Panchayat 
finances warrant immediate attention. The planning process 
has become a casuality and perspective planning is to point 
a concept for Panchayati Raj Institutions. Panchayat should 
be able to plan for the given time frame and chalk out i:>n 
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action plan for development keeping in view the financial 
constraints. This calls for a clearer presumption about tax 
administration and sharing the process between the states 
and Panchayati Raj Institutions. The process between the 
states and Panchayati Raj Institutions. The state finance 
commission can extend a helping hand to Panchayati Raj 
Institutions in various financial problems. 
, , POWERS 
146. CHAWLA (Prabhu). From Doon to Dehat. Indian Today. 14,10; 
1989, May, 31; 40-41. 
64th Amendment which the then ruling party pushed 
through parliament seeks to confer certain powes on the 
Panchayati Raj institution including the power to raise 
finances without the prior approval pf. state government. The 
Panchayati Raj concept is in fact nothing new. 1^- Is at the 
timing of its launch that the idea was conceived in latest 
1985 when Rajiv was making frequent forays into movel India. 
147. LEGISLATION ON Panchayati Raj. Competiton Success review. 
27,2; 1990, Agust; 23,90. 
The Government has shown welcome swiftness in 
proposing legislation to give constitutional status
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Panchayati Raj institutions, guaranteeing devolution of 
power for developmental decrsion making to villages. In his 
first broad_ cast to the nation on December 3, 1989. The 
Prime Minister Mr. V.P. Singh, had also declared that he 
would "bring forward legislation for genuine Panchayati Raj 
whichi will respect the imperatives of our federal 
structure. The main features of the reform which will be 
widely acceptable are the granting of Panchayati Raj 
institutions, reservation of seat for women and weaker 
sections and provision of safeguards to make supersession of 
local bodies difficult. 
^ ^ KARNATAKA 
148. KRISHNA SWAMY (KSj. Karnataka's New Step Backwards. Economic 
and Political weekly. 28,18; 1993, May, 1; 847-49. 
The enactment of the new Karnataka Panchayati Raj 
bill in replacement of the earlier act of 1983-reveals not 
so much a commitment to progressive decentralisation as a 
unanimity among legislative members of all parties to 
strengthen their hold on Panchayati Raj institutions. The 
government intended seriously to fulfil its assurence, such 
a private understanding should have been formalised by a 
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full statement by the Minister in the legislature specifying 
theparticular Amendments the New legislation which the 
government had undertaken to carry out after the passage of 
the bill. 
, , KERALA 
149. TYER (H.R. Subramonia) . Panchayats as a part of the 
constitution. Gandhi Marg. 11,4; 1990 January-March; 515. 
Panchayati Raj is an attempt to establish Panchayat 
Cracy" which is rural self-government. This is based o.n the 
combination of Gandhijis ideas and The Directive Principles 
of state policy enshri'^ed thelndian constitution. It is to be 
notod that the Kerala legislature will keep the basic 
principles in mind and endure the Panchayats with such 
powers and authority as may be necessary to enable them to 
functionr the unit of self government. 
, , LOCAL GOVERNMENT FORCE 
150. TRIPATHI (SK). Force of Local self-government. Indian 
Express. 57,100; 1989, February, 9;8. 
Polls for three-tier Panchayati Raj System were held 
after fifteen years and civic bodies after eighteen years. 
During the paast twelve years the rural and urban local 
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bodies had been dissolved and they had been administered by 
government appointed administrators whose term was extended 
from year to year with the promise a reviving the democratic 
decentralised set-up. During the twelve-year long 
"bureaucrtic regime, these bodies had been systematically 
emasculated to the power they once had and reduced to mere 
agencies of regulatory functions. The Panchayati Raj 
institutions for which important developmental and 
Regulatory functions micro-planning and participatory 
development were envisaged have infact been reduced to a 
force. 
, , NAGAR PALIKA, BILLS 
151. PANCHAYATI, NAGARPALIKA Bill passed, Competiton success 
review. 29,8; 1993, February 25-26. 
The Parliament has passed the much-awaited Panchayati 
Raj and Nagarpalik Bills providing for decentralisation of 
power down to the village level. The constitutions 72nd 
Amendment Bill on Panchayats modifies certain provisions of 
the Panchayat Raj legislation that had earlier been referred 
to the joint committee of ..Parliament. It provides a 
constitutional guarantee to basic and essential features. 
16B 
Including regular elections of Panchayati Raj institutions 
representation to SCs/STs and women and devolution of 
financial and administrative powers. The constitutions 73rd 
Amendment Bill on NagarPalike among other things provides 
for constitution of three types of municipalities, 
reservation of seats in every municipalits for SC/ST, Vomen 
and backword classes. 
^ ^ PROVISION 
152. SAHAI (Baldeo). Panchayati Raj: Power to People. Hindustan 
Times. 67,170; 1990, June, 21;11. 
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru inaugurated the 
Panchayati Ra^ with great fanfare at Nagaur, a village in 
Rajasthan- By and large the three-tier system has remained 
as a standard model for Panchayati Raj Institutions. As 13 
state/lunion Territories already have less than three-tier, 
they have now been given the freedom to decide the number of 
tiers to suit the genius of the different state and regions. 
The Primary source of democratic power in a village and the 
proposed bill also make provision for Reservation of seats 
for SC/ST in proportion to their population to be filled 
through free elections. At least one third of the seats will 
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be reserved for women at all levels. It is good as for as it 
goes. 
, NATURAL DISASTER, FLOOD, JALPAIGURI, 1993 
153. LIETEN (GK) and DATTA (Prabhat). Panchayats in Dealing with 
Natural Disastors. 1993 Floods in Jal Paiguri. Economic and 
Political weekly, 30,5; 1995, April, 15; 828-32. 
Supporters of Panchayati Raj expect that the 
devalution of power will produce a flexible and Committed 
response. This presumption is tested in the case of the 1993 
floods in Jalpaiguri, West Bengal. Field research among 
floods victims shows that the Panchayats were indeed prompt 
and efficient in their response to the crisis and fair in 
their distribution of relief and compensation. The political 
leadership and the officials play an important role in the 
end. The argument that the Panchayats have become bureau 
cratix: institutions and therefore have lost much of the zeal 
which helped them, to deal with the floods in 1978. An 
argument advanced by many of the distractors does not hold 
in times of calamities as is shown by the e.g. of 
jalapaijuri in 1993. It continues to stand up to the 
occasion ^ Iven the close Electoral contests. 
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.- — - , WARNING 
154. MANOR (James). Panchayati Raj and Early warnings of 
Disasters. Economic and Political weekly. 28,21; 1993, May 
22; 1019-20. 
Panchayati Raj institutions are not only a virtually 
foovl-proof source of early warnings about potential 
calamities, but also an effective means of ensuring^ that 
such warnings do not go unhsSrS^J, journalists given warnning 
about the future of Panchayati Raj institutions. Amendment 
has cme into force. They insist that these institutions will 
only be effective at raising the alarm about draought 
epidemics, flooding and the like. Its elected momb era re 
given enough power over bureaucrat and spending to energise 
them. Stte level politicans are naturally reluctant to erode 
their own influence. 
, PANCHAYATI SAMITI'S, MEETINGS 
155. QUMRUL HODA. For Better Panchayati Raj. Kurukshetra. 41, 4; 
1994, June, 16; 10-12. 
A majorityof people including Panchayati leaders, 
know little about the aims of Panchayati Raj. This adversly 
affects the fate of the Programmes. Another factor which is 
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affecting the proper functioning of Panchayats samitis, is 
considerable aibstentions of Panchayat samiti members from 
the meetings on one pretext or the other. It is well known 
that Panchayat election never ends without untoward 
happenings due to dirty village politics. A candidate seldom 
wins on merit candidates so elected, remain mostly busy in 
appearing their caste men or supporters, so as to keep 
themselves inoffice. This goes all the way against the 
interest of the common man and defeats the very purpose of 
community development. All these things should be eliminated 
for better functioning of Panchayati Raj . 
, , BANGLORE 
156. JAIN (LC). Bangalore and after. Indian Express. 57, 188; 
1989, May, 9;8. 
Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister, Mr. N.T. Rama Rao has 
taken exception to the unfounded remarks of the Prime 
Minister made at the Panchayats sammelan at Bangalore on 
April 29 on the functioning of the Punchayati Raj 
Institutions in Andhra Pradesh. The prime Ministers attack 
was not confined to Andhra Pradesh. He damned all the 
"Southern States" as a but for what he made out to be their 
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despicable performance in the Panchayat sphere. The Prime 
Minister is clearly under pressure to steal the 
decentralisation thunder from the opposition states like 
Andhra Pradesh, West Bengal and Karnataka and to claim 
credit for bringing in a constitutional Amendment and the 
proposed constitutional Amendment ensures that not only the 
states but the center too will accept limitations on its 
legislative administrative and interventionist roles where 
the race nose of the Panchayat begins and that the Amendment 
does not erode and further the power of the state visa-vis 
the center it should receive full support. 
, POLITICS 
157. BHATT (SC) . Why this delay in setting up Panchayati Raj 
Institutions, Yojana. 39, 13; 1995, Nov; 37-38. 
Commenting on the delay in taking the vital first 
step of holding elections of Panchayati Raj Institutions, 
the author says it is but natural that many / politicians do 
not relish the Panchayati Raj Institutions usurping their 
position and power. If a majority of our administrators 
consider loyalty to the constitution and service to the 
people as their guiding starts, there is no reason why why 
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the Panchayati Raj Institutions could not be enabled to 
render effective service to the rural people. The centre and 
the people's representatives have a moral obligation to 
allow the Panchayati Raj Institutions system to work and 
remove all hurdles in the way. The future of India lies in 
the growth of the village and the rise of the true villager, 
he adds. 
158. RAMACHANDRAN (G). Playing with Panchayati Rak. Kurukshetra. 
19,1; 1988, October 2,-40. 
There is an almighty amount of talk about Panchayati 
Raj in our country, there is also interminable writing on 
the subject. But have we really got hold of the roots of 
Panchayati Raj yet or are the politicians just playing with 
this law of the Indian democracy? The faithfull answer may 
well be "no" Our Panchayats are weak, little bodies with 
hardly any power or resources. No Panchayat has any economic 
reality. The Panchayats can plan, but cannot control or 
develop production. The Panchayats in India is as old as the 
mountains. So we must not play with Panchayti Rajin this 
country of Gandhi. 
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"""""" f — — — 
159. RAMANUJACHARI (TA). Half-Baked ideas. Indian Express 57, 
134; 1989, March, 15;8. 
The Prime Minister appears to have found it monstrous 
It is a constitutional mandate. But the mandte has been 
neglected by design during the thirty eight years for fear 
of growth of real" centres of power and influence. The 
central feature of the mantra is people's participation via 
democratic institutions ai the local level. Is it any wonder 
that level has recommended that the elected chairperson of 
the Zila Parishad should report to the collector-cum-Chief 
executive office. All that now remains is for a body of 
Sarpanches to recommend that the Prime Ministers should 
report to his cabinet secretorias Than public administration 
will be truly more representive more responsible. 
160. ROY (Bunker). Belated Panchayati Raj. Times of India. 152, 
136; 1989, May, 17;6. 
To strengthen,fourty and consolidate Panchayats Raj 
institutions one does not doubt the sincerity of the leader 
at the top who wants to bring about change but if the thinks 
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legislation is the answer he and his advisers just do not 
understand the system at the village level it is not a 
question of Politics. It is question of commonsense and our 
attitudes to people living in villages for the Panchayati 
Raj institutions we have made the process of planning so 
mysterious and complicated and almost intimidating that the 
result is self defeating, much data is collected and too 
little used, dispute over ownership arises that who owns the 
community assets being >..reated with government funds. It is 
all very well to say that the Panchayats owns it and schemes 
of the government should begin now if we want to strengthen 
Panchayati Raj Institutions and give more power to people. 
, , BENGAL 
161. GANGUL (Amulya). End game In Bengal, Meaning of Panchayat 
Percentages. Times of India. 154, 140; 1993, June, 14;8. 
The BJP has secured a fair percentage of votes in the 
lat Panchayat elections. In deed, its tally of four percent 
does not seem to entitle it to a place along side the 
traditional political gains, the CPM and the Congress. But 
the implication of four percent vote lies not in the figure 
soimuch as it what it signifies when considered. With other 
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e l e c t o r a l performances and the overall p o l i t i c a l atmosphere 
the r e su l t an t vacuum in leadership and ideological t h rus t 
respresen ts a p o l i t i c a l f a i l u r e for which the s t a t e wi l l 
have to pay a pr ice sooner or l a t e r . In a way the vacuum 
appeared in 1967^ ^^ith the Congress's demise and was has t i l y 
preparddover by the two uni ted fronts and the l e f t Front but 
these were al iance of convenience whose f r a i l t i e s have now 
been exposed. That t h i s massage should have come from the 
Panchayats in the rural a r e a s . 
__^_ , CRISIS 
162. MAHTAB (Mahe Krushna). Crisis in Panchayati Raj. 
Kurukshetra. 19,1; 1988, October, 2,-45. 
Community Development, Panchayati Raj and 
Cooperation, all these three would appear to be one and the 
seme movement for the development of the society. But for 
the conditions prevailing in India these three do not join 
together completely except in their conception only. 
Community Development and cooperation go well together, but 
panchayati Raj does notfthe solution and that people in rural 
areas should work together and help themselves jointly 
elevate their own social and Economic conditions they may 
join together under the authority constituted by themselves. 
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, , ELECTION 
163. GHOSH (Arun). Musing during a debate on Panchayati Raj. 
Economic and Political weekly. 24,34; 1989, August, 26; 
1936-37. 
The constitution Amendment bill on Panchayatiraj was 
being rushedout. After all, essentially the congress (I) 
ruled states which have been notorious for not holding 
Panchayat elections, and the problem can surely be resolved 
with in the party without any need to amend the 
constitution, but if the real objective of the bill is 
pre-election propaganda, then the with drawal of the bill at 
a certain point of time laying the blame on the opposition, 
may make good political sense. 
, , ENACTMENT, DELAY 
164. DELAYED IMPETUS. Economic Times. 32,293; 1992, December 24;8 
The Panchayati Raj and Nagarpalike Bills by the lok 
sabha should provide along delayed impetus to the process of 
decentralisation^ The fact that none voted against either 
bill is an identification of just now substantially the 
political situations has changed over the last three years. 
The process of decentralisation should get more by election 
of the local bodies sensitive to local opinion. Protection 
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against arbitrary action by the 
state governments should keep the local bodies take a more 
independent view of the requirements of their constituents 
will enhance agreater awareness among Panchayat members. The 
72nd and 73rd constitution Amendment Bills are important 
milestones in the process of decentralisation but more than 
legislation the creation of effective local bodies is 
required. 
, , LEFT PARTIES, BANGALORE 
165. ACHARYA (Poromesh). Panchayats and left parties in West 
Bengal- Economic and Political weekly. 28,22; 1993, May, 29; 
1080-1082. 
Despite the apparent success of Panchayati Raj in 
West Bengal under left front rule, the overall domination of 
the privileged classes over the rural power structure 
remains unchallenged. The gram Panchayat level there may be 
quite a number of members and pradhans from poor and lower 
middle peasants. But no real change at the grassroot level 
leadership. Usually the pradhans and members form the 
labouring classes are guided in decision making. 
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, , LOCAL POWER, LOCAL INSTITUTION 
166. PATEL (Priyavadan). Politicsof local power, local 
institution and the Power less people. Indian Journal of 
Political science. 43,3; 1989, July-September; 386-391. 
Political power has been studied for long. The recent 
interest in it is of special significance to the developing 
societies which are experiehce stupendous socio-economic and 
political transformations. The direction, content, extent 
and substance of those changes can be grasped in advance by 
studying the processes and out come of power exercise. First 
at local level the relation is changing inface of unequal 
distribution of power. The poor or power less suffer because 
of the structural and systemic bias against them i.e power 
is with richer section. 
, , OPPOSITION PARTIES 
167. OPPOSITION STRIKES. Economic Times. 16, 116; 1989, July, 25;5 
The resignation of 70-Opposition MPs from the Lok 
Sabha is when all is said and done essentially a political 
action that the opposition has been able to fault of the 
ruling party and the opposition is not interested in 
parliamentary democracy or in helping legislature The 
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V -J 
Panchayati Bill and opposition party is blamed by the ruling 
party but Mr. Rajiv Gandhi not only to get the panchayat 
Bill through the LDk Sabha S not Through not the Rajya Sabha 
where the oppsotiion has enough member to block it but also 
says that the opposition is not interested in giving "Power 
to the people". 
, , PARTIES 
168. POLITICAL PARTIES and Panchayats. Competition Master. 34, 9; 
1993, April; 689. 
Mr. Jai Prakash Narayan wrote "It is well worth 
emphasising that the success of Panchayats Raj would depend 
"^  upon the extent to which politicalparties refrained from 
interfering with it and trying to convert in into their 
handmaid and using it as a lumping ground to climb to power. 
This school of thought eventually mobilises a lot of 
public opinion with the result that some of the political 
parties decided to with draw themselves from the field of 
the Panchayats Raj Institutions. This school of thought has 
also been advocating that in the present era of over all 
awareness it is impossible to keeXp politics out of 
Panchayati Raj Insitutions. 
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^ ^ POWER 
169. PANCHAYATI RAJ: Trap for opposition' Economic and Political 
weekly, 24,20; 1989, May, 20;1072, 
The opposition should look before they leap into the 
trap set for them by Rajiv Gandhi and accomplices in the 
form of the new proposals Panchayati Raj. The new Panchayat 
Raj proposals are devised to curb the powers to the state 
government and to allow the center to directly interfere at 
the lower levels of the administration. The state assembly 
has demanded real devaluation of powers to the peoples by 
giving panchayats powers over the policy. 
, , , PEOPLE 
170. DEY (SK).Panchayati Raj: Power to the People. Democratic 
world. 18,23; 1989, June, 4; 7-8. 
Gandhiji Defined Swaraj in the simple language as 
"not the concentration of authority in a few but the 
acquisition of the capacity _ by many ' • to regulate 
authority when abused." Nehru gave the same version but in 
his own typical way. 
r 
• • _ Nehru's formula of the three basic 
institutions at the village and their unions, meeting at the 
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centre respectively for Panchayati Raj Cooperatives is a 
totally unalterable imperative in a non-subject matter 
ministry as it had been, 'ib start with, Panchayati Raj 
insitution were and if any could survinf^e if an attack to 
demolish them totally had been made his answer to be a 
qualified one form unquestioned "Power over people" in a 
number of states more particularly Hindi speaking belt. 
171. GADGIL (Madhav). People's Power. Economic times. 31,151; 
1991, August, 3;8. 
Opportunities should be provided to work not only 
with the Zila Parishad members, but with those of Mandal 
Panchayats as well. He has also interacted with members of 
state legislalture as well as the national Parliament over 
the last two decades. As a group Mandal Panchayat members 
ooiiftt more than the members of Parliament. So the latter can 
not a pass any moral Judgements. But the simple fault is 
that the mgndal Panchayat members are sensitive to their 
much smaller constituency. 
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^ ,RESERVATION, WOMEN, WEAKER SECTION 
172. DHOWDHURY (D.Paul). Panchayats and NGOs Social Welfare. 
41,2; 1994, May, 4;5-7. 
The New legislation on Panchayati Raj is not only 
well intentioned but it was been hailed and adopted by the 
states as it is based an our experience of panchayats for 
two decades and the rural seem have changed quite a lot since 
independence. However, our,major task is to alleviate rural 
whether the poverty to what extent-ana/ task will be achieved is 
question mark. To what extent reservtions for women and 
weaker sections will help. These sections will depend on 
their education and traning on the one hand and hard degree 
of Exploitation and oppression exercized by the rich 
andpowerful of villagers on the other hand. Elections has to 
be held on party basis, it should be ensured that this does 
not result in a frustrating climax, , dominance by rich and 
the upper class and underable factors and caste groupism. If 
panchayati Raj system fails this time we cannot think of 
democrative institution fucntion at the grass root level 
this is the last chance for rural democracy. 
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^ ^ VILLAGE PANCHAYAT 
173. KOTHARI (Rajni). Rajiv's Panchayat: A Bana partist vision. 
Mainstream. 27,34; 1989, May, 20; 2-4. 
The Prime Minister and his band of bright and 
bustling "boys" had said that the technological vision was 
going to benefit only the rich and resoureful and that 
thepoor and powerless living in rural areas even if anywhere 
to believe in the Rajiv Gandhi's Mystigued removing poverty 
through high-tech, may have to wait for too long different 
conception from thinking of Panchayats as integral unit of 
the nations in stitutional complex that had to be equipped 
and empowered to perform new roles. As far as Rajiv Gandhi's 
scheme of 'revolutionry restructuring' is concerned, the 
conlusion is inescapable. It is putting into ordit a new 
structure which the ruling party at the center will be 
indirect contact with keeping^ 'che state informed on certain 
matters but without conceding any direct control by them and 
in effect creating a system that becomes directly available 
to the Congress party under Rajiv Gandhi. The pretenes one 
being given up and the understanding of politics is 
increasingly private in nature treating the village 
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Panchayat as private domains of approved individuals and 
making them do the Prime Minister's and party biddings one 
part of this privatised view of the state and the power. 
, POVERTY, PROGRAMME 
174. SHARMA (Shukuntalaj. Panchayats. Role in the war on poverty. 
Kurukshetra. 41,4; 1993, June, 16; 23-25. 
War on poverty, > is fought 
not by slogans or exhortations but by action. Programmes 
like crash scheme for Rural Employment and small formers and 
Marginal Farmers development. Agencies all aim at removal of 
poverty in selected area-. Apart from developing the 
cooperatives on a second footing dairy forming in another 
field to which Panchayati Raj leadership can pay attention. 
Dairy farming is most suited to rural economy. It is not 
only linked with agriculture, but also has a great bearing 
on the health of the people. Land to lendless people could^ 
as an aim to create employment opportunities, 
could be explored by taking up scientific planning of area 
development with the growth center as its nucleus. It is 
time for Panchayati Raj leadership to adopt constructive 
measures for the solution of the problems of poverty. 
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, PROBLEM, FINANCE 
175. MISHRA (Sweta). Finances of Panchayati Raj Institutions: 
Issues and challenges Civic Affairs. 40,2; 1993, September; 
33-36. 
The new dispensation itself has yet to emerge. It has 
been observed that Panchayti Raj Institutions do not have 
sufficient resources at their disposal. They largely depend 
on grants-in-aid and other sources which are just nominal 
and grants are not being increased every year based on 
annual population growth. It is, thus. Important to depend 
on grants from higher level governments so that Panchayati 
Raj Institutions may be in position to really contribute 
something to improve the general conditions of rural areas 
and match their reponsibilities. 
176. MUKHERJEE iRanjana). Financial Management by Panchayats. 
Yojana. 39. 13; 1995. November; 44-45. 
To expand the present role of Panchayati Raj 
institution to cover planning, earning and contr^illing will 
require many 7 institutions such as the getting line 
departments of government to unwillingly part with their 
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powers. Whatever powers and monies are handed out to them as 
a result of legislation, to be taken seriously. The 
Panchayat must be financially viable and beable to stand on 
its own feet, for that the Panchayati Raj Institutions must 
not only dispense but also gather funds that will require 
some changes in the present system and some hard decisions. 
-, , POWER, FUNCTION, FINANCE 
177. MISHRA (Baidyanath). Power, functions and finances of 
Panchayats. Kurukshetra. 41,7; 1996, April; 30-31, 
The author says that for an effective performance of 
the functions assigned to the Panchayats, adequate resources 
should be provided to them, so that they cannot only meet 
the local needs but also improve the economic base of the 
local areas. There is a vast disparity between the rural and 
urban areas. Unless this disparity is reduced, we cannot 
have a viable democratic system in the country. At the same 
time, we should not forget to mention that the Panchayats 
should properly utilize their funds. The problem of rural 
reconstruction depends both on the availability of adequate 
amount of funds and efficient system of management funds. 
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, SHARING 
178. RAMASWAMY (A Sc. Scope for Further division of Powers. 
Gandhi Marg. 11,4; 1990, June-March; 501-52, 
If Institution of Panchayati Raj should not be 
considered as agancies of the state Governments but should 
be accepted as instruments of self governmence for self 
development. If the central Parliament and the state 
legislatures are peoples institutions, equally so must be 
the Panchayati Raj institutions. The intendent entity of 
local government and its integrity should emanate from the 
provisions of the superme law of the country. If the state 
organisation is accepted as the patran of the local 
government organisation it may cut the root of self 
government. 
, PROSPECTS 
179. BHARGAVA (G.S) Prospects of Panchayati Raj. Mainstrem. 
31,19; 1993, March, 20; 23-25. 
There is a prospect in the near future of devolution 
of executive power to the district and below. But the 
constitutional Amendments in respect of the North Eastern 
states including the provision for creation of an autonomous 
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territory in the hill districts of North cachar and Karbi, 
Anglong in Assam, and the formation of theDarjeling Hill, 
Districts, council in west Bengl show the shape of things to 
come ultimately. 
— , PROVISIONS 
180. ARAM (M) and RAVICHANDRAN IT). Panchayati Raj: A Gaint step 
towards Participatory Democracy. Link. 36,47; 1994, July, 3; 
26-29. 
Describing the constitution (73rd Amendment) Act as a 
giant leap towards Participatory democrcy, the authors say 
that the provision for reservation of seats for women, SCs 
and STs is a revolutionary step. Gram Panchayat elections 
should be held on non-party basis in the largerinterest of 
the public. The MPs Local Area Development scheme, if 
properly implemented in co-ordinations with Panchayati Raj 
Institutions, would be of grat help to the people. Calling 
for Indianisation of the India polity, the authors say that 
the provision relating to the gram sabha, if implemented 
actually, would lead to the blooming of a new democratic 
sprit at the grass roots. 
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, REFORM 
181. AGGARWAL (UC). New Awareness on Panchayati Raj. Current 
Topics. 15,1,- 1988, December; 25. 
Mr Rajiv Gandhi decided to set up a sub committee of 
recommend specific steps for making Panchayati Raj more 
effective. Earlier at the behest of the Prime Minister, the 
related issue of "Responsive Administration was discussed in 
five workshops held indifferent state capitals and attended 
by all the District collectors. In deed ?" reviltalisation 
of the elected Panchayati Raj Institutions with some 
important changes like a three year system instead of three 
i.e. at the district and mandal levels with the district. 
182. JHA (Gangadhar) . Panchayati Raj: Issue involved informing 
it. Economic Times. 14,6 8; 19 89, June, 8;5. 
The issues to be dealt with to reform Panchayati Raj 
are discussed in this article. The revival of interest in 
the Panchayati Raj Institutions (CRTs) has been viewed 
differently by different sections of people. At the 
political place it has generated enough heat as a "giaat 
leap towards ultimate democrcy" the protogonists look at it 
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as a deliberate attempt -to" "usurp power" and as a more 
"election gimmick". The substantial theme of this article is 
that the only bold step under the proposed reform seems to 
be the setting up of the state finance commissions (SFC). 
The efficiency of SFC will depend on the modelities of 
constituting it and the shape of the state finances itself. 
Assigning of tax and non-tex sources, to the local bodies is 
further expected to constrain the state finances. So the 
proposed reform in the shape of constitution. Amendment 
falls short of expectations as the functions of sources of 
revenue to be given to the Panchayati Raj Institutions have 
again been left at the state discretion. 
183. PANCHAYATS PROSPECTS. Statesman. 29, 9032; 1990, June, 15;8. 
A major reason why theV.P. Singh Governments 
proposals on reforming the Panchayat system have been widely 
welcomed, even by the congress (I) Chief Minister is perhaps 
because these are seen to be gain* efforts in contrast to 
the gimmicky measures of the previous regime. This Bill 
empowered the Elections Commission to hold the Panchayat 
election and vested a great deal of financial authority in 
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the hands of the center making it obvious that it intended 
to by bass the states while granting favours. 
^ ^ GOVERNORS POWER 
184. IMPROVED BILL. Financial Expres. 15,81; 1989, May, 18;7. 
The worse provision of the original draft giving 
Governors unbridled power to dissolve Panchayats has been 
dropped. This means the centre will not beable to use 
Governors to gain back-door control over Panchayats 
whichmakes huge political difference. Another important 
change makes it clear that nominated members of Panchayats 
will not havevoting rights thus reducing the scope for 
politicl manipulation of the peoples will. Some opposition 
parties have inrecent years done much to promote Panchayati 
Raj but if they come topower in a state where the Panchayats 
are dominated by another party they will raroiy resist the 
temptation to snpresstheir opponents by superseding local 
bodies. 
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, , ISSUES 
185. SEETHARAM. Panchayati Raj: Conflicts and contradictions. 
Statesman. 128, 8669; 1989, April, 13;8. 
The revival of interest in the Panchayati Raj 
Institution has been viewed differently by different section 
of People. At the political l;^ ever:it: hasgenerated enough heat 
as a giant leap towords ultimate democracy. The antagonists, 
however look at it as a deliberate attempt to "usrp pwoer" 
and as a more "Election gimmick". The immense political heat 
generated by the proposed reform not with standing one view 
for comprehending the efficacyof the proposed reform for 
really activating the Panchayati Raj Institution and enable 
them to perform the role of becoming "engines" of economic 
development and charge. 
, , NYAYA MORCHA, V.P. SINGH 
186. SWAMINATHAN (S) and AIYAR (Ashkesaria) . Need for a Nyaya. 
Morcha. Indian Express. 57,34; 1989, December 6.8-
Mr. V.P. Singh should start Nyaya Jdorcha in a small 
way and build it slowly. In many cases, the Nyya Morcha will 
have to act against local satrops belonging to his own party 
but that is the only way to bring about reforms of the 
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political structure at the grass-root level. It will soon be 
a greater asset to his party than the old satraps. Mr. V.P-
Singh suggested that the Janata Dal should take the lead in 
this matter. There can be no prospect move other than that 
if a number of rival Nyaya Morchas aimed at winning popular 
support by curbing corruption and nepotism at the local 
level. 
, NAYAYA PANCHAYAT 
187. SEN (Anikendra Nath). Benighted village : Perils of 
Panchayati Raj. Times of India, 154,197; 1993, August, 19;8. 
A meeting of State Panchayat Ministers held on 
10.7.1993 stated that the concept of "Nayaya Panchayats" was 
a good machanism for speedy and inexpensive, resolution of 
local disputs. Mr. P.V. Narasimha Rao said it would enable 
the village Panchayats to function as a unit of self 
government. The act which seeks to extend the limits of 
federalism advising state legislatures to enact laws 
providing for devolution on powers to Panchayats to enable 
them to prepare and implement plans for economic development 
and social justice. New concept of Panchayati Raj could 
well reinforce the existence of the political systems in the 
country. 
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, , TAMILNADU 
188. BHARGAVA (BS) and VENKATAKRISHNAN (V). 
Constitutionalisation of Panchayati Raj : The case of Tamil 
Nadu. Kurukshetra. 43,7; 1995, April; 61-64. 
Analysing the reforms introduced in various states 
with particular reference to Tamil Nadu in the wake of the 
73rd Amendment Act, the authors opine that a new approach 
towards Panchayati Raj Institutions is the need of the hour. 
They have suggested the setting up of a committee comprising 
experts and grass roots level leaders to recommend measures 
to restore people's confidence in Panchayati Raj 
Institutions. The Tamil Nadu Panchayats Act, 1994 has only 
incorporated the 'Letter' and left out the sprit of the 7 3rd 
Amendment Act, they point out. MLAs and MPs should be 
debarred from contesting the Panchayati Rj Institutions 
elections as their becoming office bearers of Panchayati Raj 
Institutions would block the emergence of another set of 
leaders, they strongly feel. 
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, , URBAN-LOCAL BODIES 
189. URBAN LOCAL bodies: Strategy for reform. Economic Times. 
16,98; 1989, Julu, 7;5. 
The urban local self-governing institutions in India 
owe their genesis to lord Ri|oon's Resolution of May 18,1992, 
when for the first time an organised system of urban local 
bodies was constituted. Devolution of functions and the 
devolving of adequate fiscal instruments for enabling then 
to perform the function need to be enumerated in the 
constitution of India itself unlike the proposed 64th 
Amendment for reforming Panchayati Raj bodies where these 
things have been left at the discrection of the state 
governments. The reforms should guarantee these two things 
in the constitution in explicit and unequivocal terms so 
that these are provided for in the ' ~ enactment 
compulsorily. Second, in order to be a local self government 
in the true sense of the term they must have an elected 
council which will act as a democratic Institution for 
arousing interest of the local citizens in local needs and 
will provide a forum for solving the local problems in 
accordance with their own priorities programmes. 
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, WESTBENGAL 
190. MUKHERJEE (Subrato). Panchayats in the West Bengal. 
Mainstream. 24,44; 1989, July 29; 14-16. 
Dispite the impressive performance of the Left Front 
government in reviving the Panchayati Raj institutions in 
the West Bengal and making them vibrant and functional, this 
is reflected in the visible improvement of the status and 
working conditions of the bargo dars and to implement other 
legislations effectively by plaggdng the loophales and 
revitalising the local governmentl set up. By citing the 
West Bengal success story author aims to bring home the 
point,reforms, the most important of which is land reform. 
This can only be successfully implemented if the, state 
government takes positive actions. 
, RESERVATION, MANDAL COMMISSION, REPORT 
191. RAO (J. Chakka). Reservation and Panchayati Raj. Financial 
Express. 16,115; 1990, June, 18;5. 
The National Front Government is to be congradulated 
for the acceptance of the Mandal Commission report and 
reservation of .27% in the central section for the backward 
classes and for the proposal made by the Prime Minister Mr. 
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V.P- Singh, regarding 40% reservation in Parliament and 
State legislatures for Economically weaker sections and 
those below the poverty line. The idea behind this proposal 
that the upliftment of the downtrodden is possible not by 
more money allocation but only through the sharing of 
political power is laudable. In this context certain 
suggestions could be made with regard to the forthcoming 
Panchayats Bill. This is very crucial to achieve the 
objectives behind the above mention reservation as well as 
the Panchayati Raj. 
^ ^ WEAKER SECTIONS 
192. SC/ST Quota in Panchayats. Current Affairs. 31,2; 1989, 
September; 96. 
The ruling party has demanded reservation of one 
third of the total number of seats in Panchayats for women 
aid 20% for scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. It also 
urged that the Principle of reservation of seats for women 
should extend to municipal bodies, state legislature and 
parliaments as well. These proposal figure among the 
recommendations made by the Committee appointed by Mr. V.P. 
Singh to prepare a report on Pachayat and local self 
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government. Mr. S.R. Bommai former Karnataka Chief Minister 
headed the committee. 
, , PLAN 
193. TANDON (PK). Restructuring of Panchayati Raj institutions 
Link. 31,34; 1989 April, 2; 7-8. 
The restructing of the Panchayati Raj Institution is 
very important. Planning has to be devised from the down to 
the top not from the top to down to make it more effective 
at the grass-root level. This talk of Amending the 
constitution is coming in the background of growing 
discontent among the rural masses against the proiandlord 
and pro-mono-polistic policies of the Congress government. 
People are no longer deceived by the high frequency 
propaganda about garibi-hatao. They want power to be 
invested at the grass root level. They want to sort out 
their problems by themselves. 
•, RURAL DEVELOPMENT, PROBLEMS 
194. BANERJEE (Pranab K) and JAIN (Usha). Panchayati Raj : 
Reflection on economic issues. Mainstream. 28,42; 1990, 
August, 11; 13-14. 
The auther asserts the importance of the under 
standing the concept of Panchayati Raj and to •> examine the 
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inadequacies of this institution in order to devise 
machanism. Which will make the system fruitful and more 
relevant for Economic development of rural ares. He 
emph asist-the fact that the bsic thrust of rural development 
must get an operational outlet in the Panchayati Raj system 
the developmental question of the Indian. In fact there is a 
basic need to evolve a comprehensive programme through 
Panchayati Raj which would clarify a range of confusions 
that has been in existence of various vital points of growth 
and planning. 
195. RAMA CHANDRA (KS) Rural Poor-Looking beyond the vote bank. 
Flinancial Express. 15,307; 1990, February 17;7. 
Panchayati Raj can become a reality only if rural 
development, takes place side by side with growth in 
Socio-economic equity. Efforts to Promote Panchayati Raj and 
development Panchayati Raj institutions are rendered 
meaningless. When socio-Economic disparities are not 
narrowing down. Providing representation to the weaker 
sections of the community and to women in Panchayati Raj 
institution makes no sense when the rich in the rural 
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community are growing richen and the poor poorer. Democratic 
norms cannot be fostered when the rural elite controls 
decision making and the poor are relevant only as a vote 
bank and little else besides. 
, SLUM, PANCHAYAT, NEEDS 
196. SURYA (Vasantha). Financing the stum Panchayats SUNDAY TIMES 
6;38. 1995 July 21;6. 
India's grass roots are shifting to grass less urban 
slums. The country is urbanising rapidly and in two to three 
decades a majority of the population will live in towns and 
Cities every slum Panchayat should get a grant-in-aid from 
the state a basic minimum of cash. It should be able to add 
to this though certain local powers of taxation. 
, , NEED 
197. SWAMINATHAN and AIYAR (Anklesaria). We need slums Panchayat 
Indian Express. 57, 217, 1989, June, 7;8. 
India's grassroots are shifting to grassless. India 
is urbanising rapidly. In two to three decades a majority of 
thepopulation will be living in towns and cities. One of the 
biggest challanges of the next two decades is going to be 
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the handling of our explosive growth of slums. A debate has 
now begun on urban Panchayats analogous to rural ones. In 
rural areas three tier Panchayats have been proposed. The 
village Panchayts, The Zila Parishad and on intermediate 
Panchayats between the two. The special ethos and problems 
of slums need seperate Panchayat a mere Panchayat is not 
going to solve all the problems of slums. There is no way 
"slum Panchayat can provide swaraj. 
, STATE, POWER, REDUCTION 
198, ESHWARANAND (V). Prime Minister bid to reduce States Power. 
Indian Express. 57, 192; 1989, May, 13;8. 
Late Prime Minister Rajiv Gndhi's attempt to alloy the 
apprehensions of oppositions-rule-of states bout the 
cenwe-'s policy on Panchayati Raj reforms at the Chief 
Ministerconference on May 5 the style and speed with which 
Mr. Gandhi is going ahead to implement in idea strengthens 
fears of increasing threat to India's polity. Mr. Gandhi 
reiterates that Panchayati Raj is not a "centre-State" issue 
and that it is the joint responsibility of both the centre 
and the state issue to strengthen the village Panchayats so 
as to climate the syndrome of dependence and help percolate 
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the fruits of development to the grass-root level. Mr. 
Gandhi has proposed constitutional Amendments to achieve his 
objectivies. This might also be a well planned tactic to 
create an impression that it is the constitution that is 
reponsible for failures that are due lacrgely to political 
opportunism and lopsided priorities. 
, UNITED FRONT'S ROLL 
199, MATHEW (George). Panchyts in a death trap. Hindu. 119,142; 
1996, June, 14;10. 
The united fronts common Minimum programme says 
Elections have been help in most of the state for Panchayts 
and in some cases also to the Nagarpalikas in pursuta to the 
73rd and 74th Ammendment to the constitution the process 
will be taken further to ensure devolution of administrative 
and financial powers to Panchayats and Nagar Palikas. In the 
states steps will be taken to ensure that regular Elections 
are held according to the prescribed frequency one can hope 
that with the commitment of the united front for the 
devolution of .powers to states and below and the holding of 
reguTar Elections to local bodies. The conspiracy of the 
state level parties will be short-lived. 
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, URBAN LCX:ALBODIES, STRUCTURE 
200. GADKARI (SS). Urban Panchayats: Structure, functions and 
Resource. 'Economic Times. 16,120; 1989, July, 29;5. 
Since independence urban areas have more or less been 
leftout of the community development programme the 
Panchayati Raj system and even the latest antipoverty 
progrmmes. there, three questions require consideration at 
this stage \he structure of urban Panchayats. Their function 
and. There resource. As for the structure we have-two models 
in this country the corporation model and Council model and 
is other model is being tried in Calcutta called the May or 
in council model but it is too early to judge its efficacy. 
As for function by and large municipal work is confined to 
water supply, dramage roads, primary Education and Public 
wealth, but they are not much intered in Economic. The 
finance of municipalities is a subject by itself. Even if 
the government gives them full grants for the plan schemes 
entrusted to them-nearly Rs. 100/- to Rs. 250/- per capita 
for their normal muncipal functons. 
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